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Dear Class of 2009,

In thinking how best to describe the Class of 2009, images of individual acts of kindness woven

together by collective goodness come to mind. As I go through the list of seniors who will soon

cross the stage to receive their diplomas, I stop to think how much I appreciate you. I will

remember you as a wonderful group of special young men and women. The Class of 2009 has

developed a social consciousness that will define its legacy. You have acted on your beliefs and

desire to make the world a better place and you have done so on our watch. For this, we thank

you. As happens each year, the senior class sets the tone of the entire school. This year, the tone

has been gentle, thoughtful, and respectful. The hallways, classrooms, cafeteria tables, and locker

gathering spots are characterized by friendly caring young adults engaged in conversations that

transcend the self absorption that can erroneously characterize today’s youth. Growing up in a

world replete with opportunities for creative and innovative thinking, the seniors are mature, alert,

and aware of the confluence of challenge and opportunity which awaits their arrival into the post

secondary school world. Your warm and friendly smiles coupled with your sincere interest in

contributing to society locally and globally insure your reputation as exceptionally fine young

adults.

When 1 ask you what you have gleaned from your time here, many ofyou tell me how much you

cherish the relationships you have forged with faculty and staff. You speak of the gratitude you

feel for those who provided the support and encouragement needed so you could advance onward

on your unchartered voyage. That gratitude goes both ways. You have earned our respect, trust

and loyalty. You also spoke of the quality and the integrity of your friendships. Take care of these

relationships. Use technology wisely to stay connected, but don’t lose the personalization as you

explore different paths. Nothing replaces the importance of the human connection between and

among friends. Watching you grow and mature over the past four years, it is clear how good you

are to one another. Your class has a very special and unique capacity. Treasure that.

With the Class of 2009 at the helm, Sandwich High School has enjoyed a wonderful year. As
scholars, athletes and artists, you have made indelible entries into the history book of Sandwich

High School. Thanks to you, we have earned our second consecutive election to the MIAA
Sportsmanship Honor Roll. Your beautiful art work is celebrated in the Boston Globe Art Festival

and beyond. You have continued and enhanced the Sandwich tradition of uninterrupted

excellence in MCAS scores, college admissions, and academic achievement. Your senior projects

were among the finest we have ever seen as they highlighted the kindness and compassion which

underscores your reputation as a class. Your activities have been singularly spectacular as your

prom became known as the perfect prom night! Your preservation and enhancement of Blue

Knight Pride is manifested in the dawning of our beloved “KnightMares”! As a class, you met

and exceeded all expectations at games, events, and through your dedication to clubs and service

organizations. Your leadership has flourished through your willingness and readiness to play key

roles in International Studies, Student Council, KTC, Journalism, and National Honor Society.

Please know that I will dearly miss your sunny smiles, your kind hearts, eager spirits, and

gracious ability to look beyond the narrow focus of a four yearjourney towards the broader

challenge of a lifetime defined by purpose. You are wonderful young people destined to be

superb citizens of a world which awaits your goodness.

Sincerely,

Ellin Booras
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Elizabeth Dean

Kathi Duffy

Chris Dumas
Liam Kelly

Kirsten Ermi

Bob Fawcett

Don Franke

Marci Galvin

Meg Gayton

Mark Gilmore

Lonny Gisetto

Kathy Grant

Lou Grimaldi

Chip Hill

Carolyn Hite

Candice Hunt

Erin Jodoin

Johanna Kaufman

Mary Kelly

Deborah Klier
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Michael Lavers

Bruce Lawrence

Gary Linehan

Bill Luette

Martha Martin

Susan McDonald

Karen McGrath

Zach McLaughlin

Justine McLoughlin

Mike McNeill

Ashley McPherson

Melissa Meara

Dave Mills

Dave Neill

Gil Newton

Margaret Nichol

Anna Noble

Kathy Norton

Deborah O'Brien

Michael O'Brien

Diana Parker
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.1. Michael Parker

Brent Pearsall

Pamela Potter

Lorraine Ramsay

Laura Richard

Brett Rigazio

Julie Rigo

Marty Russo

Cindy Savery

Bud Schermerhom

Susan Schmidt

Vicki Schu z

Don Shewchuk

Jan Simpson

Marcia Simpson
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George Snider

Jeff Stanford

Laurie St. Pierre

Ben Tilton

Beth Thayer

Jeannie Wallin

Holli Wong
Kristen Young

Office Secretaries and Staff

Cafeteria Staff

Jamie Booth, Custodial

Rachel Cronin

Deborah Lacroix

Linda Bass

Susan Lindholm

Joanne DeConto
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Teachers of the Year

Denise Benjamin Brent Pearsall

Foreign Language Physical Education

Administrators

Ellin Booras

Principal

Robert Biehl

Assistant Principal

Jonathan Shapiro

Assistant Prinipal
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Senior

Superlatives

Best Girl Buddies
Kristie Comer and

Anna Maria Finocchi

Best Guy Buddies
Taiki Magyar and

Payson Titcomb
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Best Boy/Girl Buddies
Sarah Moore and Ryan Mazar

Class Couple
Ryan Colombo and

Taylor Azarian

Most Cheerful on a Monday

Morning

Billy Ritchie and Kailee O’Dell
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Best Hair

Caela Berger and Rob Savoy

Most Fashionable
Katherine Crowley and

Mike King

Most School Spirit

Billy Ritchie and Sarah Moore
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Best Eyes

Shawn Stuber and Ally Coughlin
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Best Smile

Best Laugh

Casey Spofford -p

and Erin Carroll

/

Hilary Chase and

Steve Scanlon

Most Contagious Laugh

Kim Hunter and Pat Wiklund

Best Sense of Humor
Billy Ritchie and

Hailey Celeste
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Most Talkative
Zach Farmer and Ally Kelly

Best Dancers

Most Athletic
Joe Perry and Amy Jordan

Channing Hoover and

Shane Faherty

Most Likely to be Late for

Graduation
Sean Gallagher and Tori Kissell
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Most Musical

Dave Golden and

Maddie Drake

Next Millionaires
Lauren Hickey and

Ryan Colombo

Class Flirts

Brett Henderson and

Rachel Varjian

Unique
Katherine Gelson and

Ben Barnaby
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Most Likely to be

in the Movies
Jackie Coughlin

and

Alex Bahrawy

Most Likely to be

President
Garrett Gowen and

Haley Dunn

Most Artistic

Sheila Greetham and Jimmy Souza

Gym Class Heroes
Amy Jordan and Connor LaRocco
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Junior Prom 2008
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Camp Lyndon

21
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Senior Masauerade
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Homecoming ‘08
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Powder

S. Hafferty, C. Hoover, B. Carroll, E. Carroll, N. Cannavo, K. Simpson, A. Jordan, L.

O’Brien, C. Warren, A. Coughlin, K. Rielly, A. Kelly, A. Caggiano, H. Celeste, K.

German, H. Chase, C. Cabana, J. Pennington, K. O’Dell, M. Fuentes, E. Riedel, K.

Manchester, C. Ryan, B. Morandi, L. McEntee, K. Noll, A. Osella, M. Clancy, C.

Conena, B. Daley, B. Hopkins, C. Berger, A. Gagnon, T. Azarian, M. Rudy, E.

Reardon, M. Hart, B. Hurley, S. Moore, J. McGrath, H. Gonneville, K. Pratka, H. Rafiq,

N. McElhinney, R. Varjian, D. Heras, M. Cronin, M. Papapietro, K. Mclsaac, C. Briggs,

K. Ricci, A.J. Lornell, A. Lamb
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M. Lehrer, H. Kerrin, L. Duffy, L. Duffy, C. Kearney, C. Goodrich, S. Cohen, K.

Silverman, S. Griffin, K. Costin, E. Rindfuss, K. Ahern, J. Pasquale, A. Goulet, K.

Lescarbeau, L. Leonardi, K. lodice, A. Condon, K. Baslik, L. Petty, A. Gannett, J. Beers,

A. Edwards, R. Donaghey, S. Joyce, M. Easterbrook, A. Chambers, A. Kriehn, M.

McGregor, D. Slamin, H. Sadosky, J. McMahon, I. Rafiq, N. Grout, E. Scichilone, L.

Pontes, B. White, J. Tierney, B. Souke, M. Anderson, S. Berg, E. Travers, J. Palmer, N.

Giles, M. Hennessy, E. Cabral, C. McGuire, O. Herndon, S. Stanley, E. Connolly, M.

Gagnon, M. Cahill, D. Drake, T. Simmons, K. Powers, M. Duerr, S. Triplett, N. Henry, L.

Snyder, J. Mantenfel, B. Ellis, A. Johnson, E. Sullivan, R. Patchel, K. Penney, C. Perron,

I. Ellis, K. Wolfe, M. Beatty, J. Hopkins, K. Mills, J. Rae
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Jeffrey Aiello

High school flew by. However the memories from these

4 years will last with me forever. I would like to thank

my mom and dad more than anything for pushing me to

always do my best and being there for me whenever I

needed them There are so many moments that I will

remember: tennis, the greatest club ever - key club, Zac

laughing at N-U-D DOG so hard that he threw up in wild's

backyard, and Bill every single day awakening me from

my extreme exhaustion by yelling out good

mooorrninnggggg Jeffrayyyyy and good afternooooooon

Jeffrayyyyy. My best friends, the 4 Jortsmen:

Wild Bill, Veast, Backseat Bill, and THE Morrill. The best

moments can obviously only come from the best class:

Class of '09!

Stephanie Afshari

I would like to thank my teachers, friends, and

the class of 2009. We made it! Thank you

especially to my family, for always being

supportive and loving no matter what. I would

also like to thank SB,MD,LM,TD,EK, and AK. I

wouldn’t be who I am today without you guys,

I love you!

“Take care of all your memories,for you

cannot relive them.”

I would like to thank my mom, my dad, and my
brother for always being there for me. Ben

Thomas and Adam Lamb-we have man love.

Becca White and Missy Rudy-you guys are the

best. I sincerely wish the best to everyone

graduating with me. Good luck to everyone in

college and the rest of life.

Samantha Adam Jonathan Adams

Thomas Allison

“Take one step at a time, there's no need to rush, it s like

learning to fly or falling in love, its going to happen,

when it's supposed to happen and we find the reasons

why one step at a time" "All our dreams can come
true. .. if we have the courage to pursue them" All I

really want to say is thank you! To all of my friends who
have always been there for me through the good and the

bad, I know we will always be there for each other love

you guys. Mom, Dad, Michael, Matthew, and Zachary

thanks for supporting me through my high school years

and helping me through the tough times that I have

experienced. I don't think that I could have done it

without you guys being there for me, I love you! Good
luck Class of 09.

Belal Ahmad
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Taylor Azarian
"Over the course of the average lifetime you meet

a lot of people Some of them stick with you through

thick and thin. Some weave their way through your

life and disappear forever But once in awhile someone
comes along who earns a permanent place in your

heart." Norm 6/UKWUR Im so grateful to have found

such amazing friends, wouldnt have made it without

you. From the pharos to 24 hr S&S runs, trapped in the

snow at Sandwich Hollows, summers at the beach, p-

town/pj, prom, C-fest, the tea shop, and finally ACL
champs a few of the many memories. Ryan, you’ll

always have a place in my heart.

Alexander Bahrawy
I dedicate this to every fantastic person I have met here

at SHS. Jackie we will always be best friends, Missy:

even in college we’ll be inseparable, and Meg: you will

always be my little sister Val, Ashleigh, Viki, Hannah,

Amanda, Maddie, and Jess, you are all amazing And to

the “almost” seniors, Michaela and Tori, I love you both

and I wish, you luck in making KTC the best its ever

been. And to everyone else in KTC, you are all wonderful

and I can't wait to see you in the musical. Remember
this always:”The meaning of life is to give life meaning.”

And life's meaning was easy for me to find Because its

all of you. “And to my family, I love you all and I thank

you for supporting me through all these years.”

Bradford Bailey

I have had such a great time at SHS! I couldn’t have

done it without my friends. I would like to thank

everyone on the underwater hockey team We have

grown close in these past four years I will deeply miss

all of my friends on the XC and track teams. I wish you

all good luck with your upcoming seasons and I hope you

enjoy the new track. I know how difficult it was trying to

do schoolwork, sports, and other hobbies, but now is the

point when we begin to see it was all worth it I hope that

I can grow up to be successful, but not change the

morals and dreams I held onto in high school
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James Andreotti
Thank you Mom, Dad, Nick, Cassie and the rest

of my friends. These years flew by, but I had

the best times of my life here. I will never forget

my first car accident and winning the car at

Prom. I will always remember my best friends

Paul, Nick, Sean, (The Beatem Bus), Jess and

Chris. I’ve been on this ride for a while, but it’s

my stop and it’s time to get off.

Good Luck to the class of 2009!!

Eric Babbitt



Gregory Bailey
I am going to run for the rest of my life. I love running

that much! Cross country and track were times that

were very dear to me. Anytime I am in town, I will visit.

I am definitely going to Foss this year. I had fun times

with underwater hockey on Fridays where we would hang

out with friends at Bobby Byrnes. Although I wish I

could have done more, I loved doing all those art

projects and making a comic book. To all my friends,

you know who you are, I will never forget you all. The

bonds of friendship that we hold will never break.

“Creativity is the spice of Life. Never forget this."

Lindsey Beach

Gregory Baldwin
I get the same feeling from graduating high school as I

would from finishing a good book That feeling that the

first chapter was so interesting, I can't help but wonder

how the rest of the story will turn out However, as tired

as I may get, I don't want to put this book down It

doesn't matter how many times you rest the pages, all

stories have an end, a final page. Before mine is

reached, I want to make sure every chapter in between

was as interesting as the first To my friends, family,

and everyone who has cared about me these last four

years, thank you so much

Adam Beikes

Benjamin Barnaby

Christian Belekewicz

We will be a generation defined not by are actions as a

whole, but by our thoughts as individuals. We will not be

remembered for what it is we do, but what we say and

how we say it. We will follow in the foot steps of those

who came before us. though we will diverge from that

path when are beliefs diverge their's. Likewise, I hope to

be remembered as one who travels my own path, who is

an individual not by my physical action, but by my
beliefs, strongly carrying forth what those around me
have taught me. To all those who have shaped me, I

hope now to shape a life that you can be proud to have

effected.
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Adrienne Bennett

What lies behind us and what lies before us are

ny matters compared to what lies within us"-

ialph Waldo Emerson. To everyone that has been

here for me in the past four years, thank you. I

/on't forget it.

5ood luck class of '09 =)

Micaela Berger
You cant put a limit on anything. The more you dream

the farther you get I'd like 2 thank my coaches &
teachers for helping me, especially Infa&OB for making

track 1 of the most memorable experiences of my life.

Track and Soccer girls<3.These have been a rough but

exciting 4 years & Id like to thank everyone, friends:

forever and a day Inga Kier Dad thank you for looking

out for me. Mom, love&miss you, a piece of you will

always be with me. “A memory lasts forever. Never

does it die True friends stay together. And never say

goodbye." Al, ken, nic, kath, it’s been cute!

Raymond Bertone

Mary Blaydes Kaylee Bolton

There are places I’ll remember all my life. ..Momma
and Daddy, I would thank you from the bottom of

my heart but for you my heart has no bottom. I

love ya’II big. Brie, Jill, Blake, Xtina I couldn’t have

wished for better friends. Together forever,

never apart, Maybe in distance, but never in

heart. Head over feet 7/10. Its been short and

sweet but now its time to leave. Good luck Class

of 09'. ..in my life I love you more.

“One might come across a number of friends in their life,

but there are very few who will be there during your ups

and downs.” Becca- I couldn't find a better friend if I

tried, love you.CTH- thanks for two unforgettable years

at SHS.Soccer 05- 07-sorry for not sticking with you girls

senior year .wouldn't be the same without

RICHIBasketball-freshman & sophomore year-good

times.Lax girls-you're all awesome! Finishing 08 with a

19-0-1 recordIMom, Dad, Bryan, Amy-thanks for all the

support and for always being there. “You don't choose

your family They are God's gift to you, as you are to

them"
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Juliann Borecki

“Shoot for the moon ... Because if you miss you’ll

reach the stars”

Tyler Bradshaw

David Bowlin Jr.

My favorite times in high school have been when I met
new kids My favorites were prom and other school

events. My top accomplishments in high school have

been talking to kids and becoming friends with them, and

joining KTC and the soccer team My top friends are

Dan Svirsky, Andrew Wall, Jimmy Souza, Brett

Henderson and Reilly Romanelli. Thank you for being

such good friends with me in school and outside of

school. I will always remember you guys You guys

have helped me accomplish so much
,
thank you. I

would also like to thank Mr Shewchuk for helping me in

math and passing the MCAS, and all my other teachers

with teaching me and giving me good learning strategies

Robert Brackett

“Everything happens for a reason." Life is to short for

regret, you are where you are

today because of your mistakes and your

accomplishments Thanks to my friends and family

who have helped me along this journey! Zack you have

been amazing, thanks for always

being there for me. “Be who you are and say what you

feel because those who mind don't

matter and those who matter don't mind." Dr Seuss I

wish everyone the best!

Michael Breslin
I just want to thank everyone who helped me enjoy the

past four years of my life I could never ask for more

in the friends I have, including the kids I've known

forever and those who I got to know here recently The

impact that you all have had on me as individuals is

crazy, and it's impossible to put into words. Whether it

was a concert, a trip to Boston, saluting Sachem, or just

hanging out, I always had the best time with you guys.

Also thanks to my parents and my sister for always

giving me something to lean on and for supporting me
I'm sad to leave, but also excited for what's ahead.

It’s true when people say high school goes by in a flash.

Its seems like only yesterday that i was accidentally

going to the wrong lunches, or forgetting my locker

combination probably because that was yesterday.

But i wouldent have survived these four years without

my friends, and you all know who you are. My family

have also been a huge blessing. I would really like to

thank everyone i get to see everyday for making this

some of the best 4 years of my life and i really am
going to miss it.

Blake Bridges
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Caroline Briggs

Vherever you go, no matter the weather, always bring

our own sunshine. Jaime - it all started with sidewalk

:halk! We've been best friends through it all, thank you

or everything!

Summer '08-- Best One Yet!

/lorn and Dad, you have taught me the most important

ossons; I love you guys so much. Chels - You've

ieen my role model since day one. Stef - Good luck in

he future, and dream big!

Carli Cabana
hope you still feel small when you stand beside the

icean, whenever one door closes I hope one more
ipens, promise me that you'll give faith a fighting

hance, and when you get the choice to sit it out or

lance. I hope you dance. Thank you to my family,

'iends and Tyler for your love and support. To my
allow classmates: I hope your dreams take you to the

orners of your smiles, to the highest of your hopes, to

ne windows of your opportunities, and to the most

pedal places your hearts have ever known.

Samuel Burleigh
First off, I would like to thank everyone who tried to

endure my loud, incessant rambling about music,

movies, politics and whatever else came out of my
mouth. I had an overall positive experience at SHS,

despite some rough patches. I loved the bonfires, eating

lunch outside on a fall day, relating to the “weird”

students among the 1200, and chilling in C wing before

homeroom. I was never very popular, but I made some
good friends here. I’d like to give a shout out to Danny,

Zach, Bethany, Lindsey and other sassy people I've had

the pleasure to know at SHS. Peace

Brandon Burr
It’s been a good four years. Thanks to my parents and

all my friends who helped me through the four years.

Good times at school events, Canal Cup at T.D

Banknorth, dodge ball tourneys, and basketball with the

teachers in the morning. Kayne West concert best

concert of high school. I'm leaving high school with great

memories and will never forget anyone . Thanks again to

everyone including the teachers who helped me through

the good and bad times. “To exist is to change; to change

is to mature; to mature is to create oneself endlessly."

Good luck seniors '10.

Aylssa Caggiano
“Save tonight and fight the break of dawn, come
tomorrow, tomorrow ill be gone” Thanks to all my family

friends & teachers. Mom & Dad I love u so much! Owen
and Alex good luck with everything! Caroline “I just cant

get enough" Sarah & Ryan we'll be our own Disney show
someday. All my xc girls & boys I’ll miss u! Good Luck

Sandwich High, and 09 “we're breaking free!”

Mariah Cahoon
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It has been said that we don't recognize the significant

moments of our lives while they are happening. We
grow complacent with ideas, things, and people. We
take them for granted and it's usually not until that they

are about to be taken away from us that we realize how
wrong we've been. We realize how much we need them,

how much we love them

I never could have made it through without the help of

my family and friends, thanks for all of the love and

support! Best of Luck Class of '09!

We all take different paths in life, but no matter where

we go, we take a little bit of each other everywhere

Victoria Cannilla
“There’s only us, there's only this, forget regret, or life is

yours to miss! No other road, no other way, NO DAY
BUT TODAY!" All 4 years at SHS have flown by! I would

not have survived here without KTC! Mrs. Lindholm,

you're AMAZING! To my friends, you’ve always been

there for me whenever I needed you, you are the

greatest friends a person could ever hope to have!

Thanks to my mom and Sam for putting up with me and

my crazy antics. Sara, keep your chin up High school is

tedious, but before you know if you’ll be a senior Now
we re all about to branch off and follow our own separate

paths; I wish the best of luck to the SHS class of '09, and

to my underclassmen friends!

Nicole Cannavo
“The adventure is over Everything gets over Except

the part you carry with you.” I am so grateful for the

people who made my adventure as wonderful as it

was. For Garrett, who always seems to know the

answer For Bri, Colleen and Ave, who have stuck by

me since the fourth grade You're the best friends

anyone could have. For the swim team, who has left

me with hundreds of memories, and for Jill, Colleen

and Sarah- the best captains ever. And finally, for my
family, who have made me what I am today "It has all

been quite interesting.”

Bridget Carroll Connor Carroll

I’m really excited for high school to be over.

I would like to thank my family, friends, and

teachers, for helping me get through the

past four years.

Jacqueline Carpenter

“I hope u never look back but u never forget the

ones u love & the place you left." High School has

been a journey & a struggle, but i ll also never

forget it. Thank u to my mom; you've been there for

me every step of the way no matter what! I would

not have been able to do it w/out u. Also michael,

ryan, scott you guys have supported me all the way.

i love u guys so much! Also thank u to my friends, i

would have never been able to get through h.s. w

/

out u guys, ur awesome! i wish everyone the best

of luck! Good luck class of 2009! SEE YA!!!

Erin Carroll
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David Casey Declan Casey

Here is the part of my four years of high school

where i get to reflect on my years at Sandwich High

School. The truth is i wouldn’t know where to start.

High School was a four year roller coster ride only

to let me off at the entrence of the bigger and better

roller coster. College. I never would have made it

through high school without my close friends, along

with the loving support of my family. I wish best of

luck to Kells and Callan with their remaining years

of their education.

Christopher Cavallo

Hailey Celeste
Because if you live at the beach you live a completely

lifferent lifestyle. You only live once, but if you live like

ire do, once is enough These four years have flown by

j

o fast! Thank you mom & dad couldn't done it without

I'ou, love you! Matt & Corey thanks for always making
ine laugh. Paige where do I start? Thank you so much
or everything! You're the best love you! To all my friends

<ou know who you are, ill never forget all the good times

ve have made! love you thanks for everything! Class of

^009 good luck!

Hilary Chase
WE MADE IT! Mom and Big D thank you for

ALWAYS being there for me. Alyssa I’m glad I got

stuck with you. ..you are the greatest sister! And to

all of my friends, you make everyday funny. Life

would be boring and insignificant without you. It’s

been real
:) Good luck ’09. ..GOD SPEED.

Eric Christensen
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Elizabeth Clancy
“Scares heal glory fades and all we’re left with are the

memories made” To Megan Emma and Johnny have fun

with high school don't let a second just pass you bye. All

the swim team girls don’t have to much fun at Malory’s

pasta d's with out me and I wish you all the best of luck

with next year’s season Dream Team Members Barbara

Marian Amanda and Kelsey-you’d better shine bright in

the aquatic center! To my locker buddies it was surviving

Latin (better Latin days) all those purple pens and wild

movie nights that brought us together. It was our

homeroom, laughs, and Kristie the never ending Monday
nights we worked, that made us even closer friends

Can’t believe we did it! Congrats Seniors '09!

Hannah Claytor

Marissa Clancy

V

Kyle Clifford

I would first off like to thank my family for always

supporting me in no matter what I do. They are the

reason why I keep pushing myself to be the best in my
schoolwork and also athletics High school has been

everything I’ve wanted and more. There are too many
good times to say so I would also like to thank all my
friends for always sticking by my side no matter the

situation and always providing a great time I wish the

best of luck to my little sister in the high school and

thank both my mother and Mr. Shewchuck for being

amazing advisors Both of them stepped in to fulfill the

role when no one else would and I would have had it no

other way.

Michael Clancy

"In three words I can sum up everything I've learned

about life: it goes on."

Four years I will never forget.

Thank you to George, Grandma, Matthew and, most of

all, Mom, I wouldn't be here without you all, love you

Thank you to all my friends, past and present.

“Don’t you want to get out of Cape Cod, out of Cape
Cod tonight?"

Ryan Colombo
Yo. I would like to thank my friends and family, who
have always been there for me and with whom I have

shared so many good times Love you guys .

Tay Tay, you are an amazing individual and these past 4

years of my life with you have been the best ever

Golf... It’s been a blast, good times

Hockey. D2 State Champs, always remembered

]
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Caroline Conena
These 4 years have gone by faster than expected and I

:an honestly say I’m going to miss them. Thank you to

nil my field hockey girls for 4 amazing seasons. Anna-

yiaria, you're my best friend and I could never have

fone it without you. Liz, thanks for making work anything

out. And Josh, you make me laugh when I don't even

vant to smile Thank you for all the support Mom, Dad,

and Molly. Oh, and Kellen, enjoy this crazy ride they call

nigh school. It doesn't last long. Good luck class of '09!

Chase your dreams but always know the road that'll lead

/ou home again..."

“You’ve got to wake up every morning with a smile on

your face. ..Thank you dad and Kyler- as far as family

goes, you guys are pretty great.

Thank you mom- “winter, spring, summer, or fall" I know

you’ll be there. Lyssy- some stories just never get old.

Track stars- laugh hard, run hard- my favorite

memories Thank you teachers, coaches, soccer girls,

dancers, et mes amis. Congratulations Class of

2009 . and show the world all the love in you heart.”

Aaron Costa
My favorite times in my four years of school were

getting good grades and having great teachers such as

Mr.Shewchuk, Ms. Duffy, Ms. McDonald and Mr.

Pearsall. I had many friends that I could trust at

Sandwich High School such as Mary Anne (my

girlfriend), Trevor Bellman, Caroline Frawley and Dan

Svirsky. Thanks to the teachers I enjoyed being with for

all four years that I was in high school

Daniel Corey
First I would like to thank my family for helping me
through the last four years. I love you and couldn't

have done it without you. I also would like to thank all of

my teachers who helped me along the way, and thanks

to all of my friends. I will never forget the friends who
helped me all four years, and all the good times we had

together There are to many good times to list and
hopefully I will never forget them. Good luck to

everyone in the future, and thanks for all the fun times

at SHS.

Alex Connolly
“Every new beginning comes from some other

beginning's end".

High schools finally over, bittersweet. ...mostly sweet.

Last four years my names been Aeon, maybe it'll stay

that way for college too Summer ’09 will be great and

then we're all off but I think we'll all keep up the good

times and we ll reunite again every year at East

Sandwich beach. Class of 09 is gonna be fine. Friends,

thanks for everything Mom, Dad, Brendan, and

Vanessa thanks for always being there for the good

times and helping through the rough times.

Joshua Cotter

SHS has been great. It’s hard to think that this is our

last year. Parties, soccer, concerts, NH trips and

lacrosse Ninety minutes of Weezy with Sarah TAN;

much fun. Thank you mom and dad for always being

there. Kristie Leigh, thank you for everything. SHS. Its

been real. Good luck to everyone!!!
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Alexandra Coughlin
To my best friends-Thank you for sticking together since

the beginning. Love you guys. CFEST. Ptown

DMB.Boys of E Bondo Dbys Friday Tea Norm 6 The
Square Drew Harrison and Doctor P The Open Fridge

Policy. Hockey Games Sixth Grade Shangrala/Ladies

Night. KC, CH, KH, KR, HC, BK, JS, AW, CP, GL, CL,

MK, SS, MT Thank you for all the laughs and love Mom,
Janelle, and Seany. Good Luck 20091

Jacqueline Coughlin
It seems so excitingly strange to write my goodbye letter

when it feels that I am still a freshman eager to find her

place in the school Now I find myself being the senior

who must leave the place and people that I have learned

to love so much It's time for me to depart, and I am
terrified But I know my friends, my mom, dad,

teachers, would catch me if I fell. For that, I am truly

grateful. I also wish to thank Mrs. Lindholm and the rest

of KTC. for giving me the boost that I so desperately

needed I wish the class of 2009 success and happiness

in whatever you do See you at reunion!

Patrick Cotter
We finally made it to our senior year at SHS. I really

enjoyed being with my classmates for the past four

years Good luck to all of my classmates with all future

endeavors. I’d like to thank my parents for always being

there for me and being supportive

"Success consists of going from failure to failure without

loss of enthusiasm.”

Winston Churchill

Megan Cronin
Aww it's over already? Teachers and faculty(especially

the nurses!): many thanks I truly loved it here. My
friends Mmm! I love you all Fondest SHS memories: IS

(The chair is botched! Coup d'etat!), KTC (Make me a

sandwich, Gladys!), Senior Masquerade w/ my Jokers.

Missy's pool+truth games, homecoming/skits, Spanish w

/

Diego, S+C w/Jess, Stobbes, and Brett, Theater II (party

quirks, Tom McDonald, Mtn Dew and pizza rolls), HR
C229, poetry slams Underclassmen: Brad (Do I look like

a Freshman?!), Pancho (Elio! Would ye like a senior

profile..? Level 5), Mariah, Randi, Nick, Michaela,

Margot, good luck, enjoy high school We will never drift

apart. Now, as Auron said, it's time for me to go

Kayleigh CroninConnor Cox
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"A ship in harbor is safe, but that is not what ships are

built for.” John Shedd.

Thanks to all my friends for making the past four years

so memorable. Chelsea, Deana and Kim, I couldn't have

done it without you! I will never forget summer 07', game
night, prom, surprise parties, snipe, recalculating,

bonfires and the countless days spent at the beach. All

my love and thanks to Mom, Dad, Cha, Meg, Kristen,

and Kerry - "Let's be independent together".

Congratulations Class of 2009!

I

Brady Cullinan

Mary Kathryn Cushing
Likes sports, especially golf and tennis. Will never

forget that rainy afternoon on the

driving range (it's embedded in my head forever-

O'Connell). Good times on the weekends

with Burr, Al, and Josiah- making trips up and down 6A.

Sons of Italy, Saturday morning

football, youth group, and Taco Bell. Plan to head South

for college to major in business

and play some golf. Thanks mom and dad for all your

support.

Erik Dahl

Nathan Crowell

eing over never gone

oeple introducing people everywhere

'herever every day.

" Anonymous”

Kirsten Currier
3 couldn't wait for high school to be over, and now I'm

sad it’s ending. It's been the best year yet. Beach

parties, bonfires, cheerleading, the green house,

crossword puzzles it's all been fun. Mom, Dad, and

Keeks, thanks love you! Jillian best friends always!

Boen and Jeff and Joe, Stevey, and the decer crew love

wou guys too. Good luck everyone! Keep in touch! Four

C's here I Come!

Katherine Crowley
Dad Mom Ian Em-I'm so lucky to have you thanks for

always being there I love you. Buoys- Thanks for

making me laugh so hard these past 4 years. Gulls-

you’re the best friends a girl could have. High school

would've been nothing without you. You deserve the

world. “We was young we was dumb but we had heart"-

Tupac. The tea shop Erin’s bed Colors of the wind

Bonfires P-town GSH Concerts SPD Student Council

crew Mango tango Epic Weekends Freedom fighters

Tennis girls Willowbend guards B. S.C. F TP. Childs play!

Keep it classy '09
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I found who I was. and who I wanted to be. SHS made
me realize moving on is simple; it's what we leave

behind that's hard. With my old friends, with the new
and those who've helped me along the way, I could see

past the heartache and pain that life brings My mom is

my world, the best inspiration I could have. Though my
dad passed away summer 2006, he has and will

continue to guide me through his memories and words

of wisdom. Mom and dad, I may be growing up, but I

will always be your little girl. If the sun sets down on E

Sandwich beach, never to rise again, I will regret nothing

& be grateful for the life I have fulfilled.

Madeleine Drake
“You will make all kinds of mistakes but as long as you

are generous and true and fierce you cannot hurt the

world, or even seriously distress her

"

Whether we were laughing our way through a class,

having an unplanned heart to heart, or wandering the

halls to waste time, I thank my friends for giving me the

best four years I could have had I also thank the

teachers who had to put up with me
They say that everything must come to an end but they

also say that every end is a new beginning I hope you

are happy in whatever you do I have been surrounded

by the greatest Keep on smiling
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Briana Daley
High school is an amazing experience that I will never

forget, with too many memories to count My friends,

both old and new Colleen, Ave, Nikki, Khalid, and Jessie,

just to name a few. Thank you for standing by me in my
worst and best of times; I do not think there are words

out there to show my appreciation I would also like to

thank all my teachers for their help and guidance,

particularly Mr Russo. Thank youl Finally, I want to

acknowledge my family, Mom, Dad, and Erin You all

have done so much for me, always believing in me and

pushing me to capture my dreams. I am eternally

grateful and I love you all!

Robert Duffany

Jaime Demers

Jessica Dias

Tessa DeMeule



Chloe Emery
Is it peculiar that I hate to leave school? Who could

blame me; my life is here Between the real school

day and what starts afterward, I never leave.

Afternoons in the parking lot, sleeping in the prop

closet, walking the crimson-lit corridors, watching

videos in the light booth. Even at night, when the

building is cold, I have never felt more at home. To

Jaime, Dan, Thomas, Chelsey, Collin, and Garrett -

All I can say is, I love you.

Now it’s time to stop using the Ramada Inn card

The time for this moderated caucus has expired.

Shane Faherty

We only had a few days, and a whole lot of memories

to make.

Oh man we were livin, didn't waste one minute

We talked, and sang, and danced, and said goodbye

We laughed until we cried

Couldn't have done it without the people that matter

most:

To my Family, thank you for everything

And my Friends, we went out with a bang,

Class of 09 it starts here Times shared never

forgotten
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Brett Dumas
In this great future you can't forget your past

"

Sross country, baseball, winter track-good times over the

oast 4 years.

Thanks to my teachers and coaches.
ramily and friends; Thank-you for always being there for

me.

3est of luck Class of '09!

Todd Ellis

Haley Dunn
Looking back, it seems that high school has just breezed

past We have all grown so much since we first entered

SHS, and we will all continue to grow and fulfill our

dreams. Never be afraid to take a chance, and always

remember that you have the power to forge your own
destiny, “Do not follow where the path may lead. Go,

instead, where there is no path and leave a trail." Thank

you to all of my friends, you have made my life so

much brighter and you will always be in my heart.

Peace,

Haley

Valerie Earle
Memories and Activities: KTC, Chorus, American Legion

Auxiliary, summer bonfires with friends, dance parties,

half days at Meg's, Prom and After Prom, KTC Boston

and NY trips, Halloween parties, Monday Movie

Madness; Quotes: To Meg: “Is this Meg? Meg Cronin?”

To Jackie: “I'm a creeper.” To Alex: “...What?” To Viki:

“Radio tower." To Amanda: “I think there's a “man" in it,

and a “DUH!" To Mariah: "Glitter people!" To Ryan B: “Vy

Meester Sherlock!” To Mrs. Lindholm: “I can't I have

rehearsal!" To Mr Schermerhorn: “Nobody's perfect!”

Thanks to my family and friends, I love you all so

much.



Kevin Flanigan

William Fair

To Mom and Dad, thank you for always having my back

and being there when I needed you Maureen thanks for

leading the way and being there to talk whenever I

needed. The four jortsmen (billh, veast, and the morrill)

for being there for me no matter what, always ride to

together, jortsmen for life. Jeffray never forget whipping

in the protege. Oh my thorns, soccer, basketball,

morning ballin, its called bruins, mondays, strawberries,

puddles, Knightmares, never forget any of it Never

been a better four years, rather share it with no one else,

class of ’09 the best evah

Anna Maria Finocchi
“Looking back now, well it makes me laugh" Kristie,

best through it all. Soph, Gina, Christina: you're the

best Chris, you made everything so much better, I

love you “Life is either a journey or nothing"

Zachary Farmer

Samantha Franco

Daniel Farrington
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Tyler Furgalack
A man is a success if he gets up in the morning and

gets to bed at night and in between does what he wants

to do.

- Bob Dylan

Amanda Gagnon
Don't let things hold you down; take risks. If you don't,

you’ll live the rest of your life wondering what it would

have been like. Don’t put yourself in a box. Vanessa
,

Jeff, Aimee
,
Megan., Ed., Sam, Missy, Alex, Val,

Margot, Champagne, Kyle, Evan, Tommy, Stobbes, Viki

,
Jackie, Jess, Liz, Darren, Zach - thanks for helping

me settle into senior year Longmeadow friends, miss &
love you. Adam, separated by 2 1/2 hours, we are still

close and keep our friendship strong.To my parents for

not abandoning me during one of the scariest times of

life, and for always believing in me Thank you. In a

word, there are three things that last forever: faith,

hope, and love; but the greatest of them all is love." -
I

Corinthians 13
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I'm grateful for the effort my parent made to give me
the opportunity to be an exchange student at SHS.
Thanks for believing in and supporting me. Thanks to

the Hart family for giving me the chance to be part of

your family. Also for giving me enough courage to

overcome all my challenges. To my SHS friends thank

you so much for making me laugh and for sharing good
times together. Lastly thanks to all at SHS especially

to Mr Stanford and Mr. Kelly, you both helped me to

become a better student and person

Patrick Fraser Caroline Frawley
Wow, these past four years have gone by fast! I

couldn't have asked for anything more. Thanks Mom
and Dad for all of your love and support Kenny and

Kayleigh, thanks for giving me someone to look up to/

always looking out for me. Thanks to all my friends who
have made my time at SHS so memorable. Football/

hockey/soccer/basketball games, baseball, Saturday

Morning Football, pick up games, C230, ski trips, fishing

and everything else in-between. Finally, thanks to all

my teachers who have given me the education of a

lifetime. To the Class of '09: Congratulations and best

of luck to you all!

Geritt Frantz

Wow! These four years of high school flew by! I just

wanted to thank my family, friends, and God for getting

me through all of these years of school I believe that

these were some of the best years of my life. I hope

that there will be many more fun memories to come with

old friends and new. Thanks class of ‘09 and best of luck

to class of 2010.

Magaly Fuentes



“A friend is one that knows you as you are and

understands where you have been, accepts what you

have become and still gently allows you to grow." -

Shakespeare. Over the years. I've formed friendships

that I will never forget. The memories I've made
especially with all my x-c girls will never fade. Thanks

for making my job easy and making me laugh on those

long runs and bus rides:& To all my friends, thank you

for all the amazing times relaxing at the beach, ridin' in

Ophelia, dance parties, drake adventures, and so many
more. Good luck to everyone!
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“I'm building the world myself and putting new hats on

everybody one by one ... Before I go out I'm gonna

have people in tutus, cops wearing sombreros,

stockbrokers with viking hats, and priests with panties on

their heads. In the world I'm building, everybody shouts

hello to everybody else from their car windows, people

have speakers attached to their chests that pour out

music so you can tell from a distance what mood they're

in and they won't be too chicken to get naked when the

rain comes.”

—JASON MRAZ
Love you Mom, Dad, Becky, Bryan, Friends <3

Gary Gagnon
Three out of Four years aint bad

Patrick George Kelly GermanKatherine Gelson

Nicholas Gambaro Elizabeth Gelinas
I cant believe this is it. As we all leave home behind,

going our separate ways its sad, but exciting I just hope
the world is ready for the class of 2009 Good luck to

every 1! To my varsity cheer girls ."we definitely gave
'em something to talk about!” I love you all soo much,

and I am so proud of how far we've come!! Mom I cant

thank you enough for all that you do for me, you have

inspired me to do so much that I could have never done

alone, I love you! To my friends and family .without you

guys I would not be who I am today, with so many
memories and laughs, I thank you!



Jillian Gibbs
I .earn from yesterday, live for today, hope for

» morrow.” Thank you Mom, Dad, Bob, Chelsea, & Hailee

v r always being there and helping me through

l/erything. Love you. Joe I love you always & forever

iiu've helped me so much thank you. Stan always best

I ends never forget. To all my friends so many good
Ines DECA two bros crew bonfires beach parties OAR
I leerleading and so many more stay true, always live

<
ippy and with no regrets. I hope the best for everyone

live you all. Congrats class of 2009. to the next 4

liars...

I want to thank all my teachers who have made such a

lisitive impact on me. Mom and Dad you've shaped me
l:o the person I am today and you've given me
ispiration for the future. I also want to say thanks to

By swim coach, Tony Compton, and my sailing coach,

i's Mirra for showing me teamwork and success. To my
lends: We've had so many good memories over the

Bars, I will never forget you and I hope the end of high

Ihool won't be the end of our relationships. Caroline,

I razy how you make it all alright, You crush me with the

ngs you do" you've changed my life in a way no one
fte has.

Kirsten Gibbs
We live on front porches and swing life away. Are we
getting closer, or are we just getting more lost? I've got

some friends, some that I hardly know, but we've had

some times, I wouldn't trade for the world. The winter's

so cold, summer's over too soon, I've been here so long,

I think that it's time to move. We chase these days

down with talks of the places that we will go. Let's pack

our bags and settle down. So i say goodbye to a town

that has ears and eyes.

Hannah Gonneville
These past four years are filled with an endless amount
of memories. To my friends, thanks for being there to

cry or laugh with me. Thank you to all the teachers who
have helped me succeed, especially my AP teachers

who stayed after with me, edited my papers and
answered my many questions. To my brother, Zachary,

thanks for always being able to make me smile. To my
sister, Hilary, good luck next year, I know you'll do great!

Mom and Dad, thank you for always supporting me
though my failures and successes. Remember,
“Everyone's a star and deserves the right to twinkle.

Marilyn Monroe.

Kendra Glass

Garrett Gowen
“Look at a day when you are supremely satisfied at

the end. It's not a day when you lounge around doing

nothing; it's when you've had everything to do, and

you've done it."

-Margaret Thatcher

These four years have been like one great day. To my
parents: I love you and thank you for making me who I

am today! To my mentor Mr Franke: thanks for all

your unfailing guidance. Chloe: thanks for all your

advice. Nikki: thanks for being a friend Todd: thanks

for seven years of laughter And Michaela: you've

made my life wonderful and I couldn't be more grateful

for your love. This is the Voice of SHS signing off:

Godspeed!
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William Gravelle Chelsea Greene
I can't believe its over!!! high school flew by, but in its

passing left memories that will last forever! From inside

jokes, “Dibbs”, “i so called that”, “e-mails",

“recalculating” and so many more to my best friends

who helped me along the way! KW; mk-cush; HR; JD,

and all the rest (u know who you are), THANK YOU for

making high school fun (to say the least =] )
SHS class

of 2009 baby!!!

Timothy Greene
I've been so privileged to have spent these past 4 yrs

with the best people on earth Thanks to all my friends

for making me laugh, love you all. Kell and Bres my
partners in crime (Kelliher you classy cat. sorry bout the

volvo) we found it in the shrubbery! Summer 08, PROM,
concerts, sweaters, redemption. Meg thanks for

everything (you too pudd) Tay keep cheerin Mom, Dad.

Kev you're the best, thanks for always being there for

me. SHS thanks for all the fun, can't wait to see what

great things the future brings for all of us.

Sheila Greetham
Continuously learning and growing Astonished and

curious. Here starts another adventure. Smile just

because you can and laugh until you run out of air

Accept who you are, and what others have to offer.

Appreciate what is good and true and beautiful in your

life. Smell, Hear, See, Feel - Absorb your surroundings,

and decide where you belong in that environment.

Evolution is Optimism in Action.

-Oh no, it went into my brain!

To all of the teachers in my life so far, Thank you

for guiding me to see what is essential

To Mom, Dad, Lucy, and Maggie: My foundation,

giving me endless support, I love you

Jennifer Grigorenko
And now the lines are drawn, is this feeling gone? The

best parts of this have come and gone, and now that is

all that this is. With the reasons clear, we'll spend

another year, without direction, full of fear, but now
things will be different. -RA

“She said she'll run until her feet don't touch the ground,

and as the waves carry her out. keep listening."

-MP

Kristen Guest
Mom&Dad I owe it all to u 101010 Gremlin-stay outta

trouble. Brie Rei Ally T Kim Age Hailz Kace Ju Shane

Casey Dan;we've done it all, dont ever change Cory-my

big bro-thx 4 always lookin out 4me I'll never 4get

country fest-sneakin into tweeter-prom-ally&casey's

basement nites-summer&more JasonGay I love

u”2gether-4ever-however just you&me” 2bros crew!

Cheer grls we've given em somethin 2talk about. DJH
Nana Jacky Papa &Dino-l miss u . "Best start putting first

things first-cause when ur hourglass runs out of sand-u

cant flip over&start again-take every breath God gives u

for what its worth."
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Stefanie Hafferty

1
'& it's over before you know it. It all goes by so fast,

/eah the bad nights take forever. And the good nights

' Jon't ever seem to last!”- Mom, Dad, Billy, Bryan, Jake

hanks! couldn't of done anything without you guys

(Dehind me! Friends you guys are simply the best,

hanks for all the good times and the laughs. Soccer &

; Bball girls good luck! thanks for unforgettable times!"

Gongrats 09! we did it, best of luck!

Kaitlyn Hampton

Casey Helms
Friends & family... thanks for everything, love you guys

Kaylee - Two unforgettable years

Flockey Division II State Champs 2008-2009

“Heroes seem harder to come by these days. Yet for an

enormous number ofpeople in and around Sandwich.

finding someone to admire was as easy as looking at Jeff

Hayes. ” -Rest in Peace Jeff

“And the road to life

Yes it goes up and down
Doesn’t really matter

As long as the music goes on”

Jason Hayes

Meaghan Hart
“We laughed when they said we'd never want to leave,

and cried when they told us we had to." These 4years

have gone by so fast, but it's time to start a new
chapter. Thanks to all my friends, mom + dad, cait,

exchangers,&teachers who have helped shape me along

the way, love you! Cheerleading, sailing, FOCUS, lancer,

exchange to Argentina, all memories never to be

forgotten. McPherson-thanks for everything this year .

Aguante el 5“ B BOD! CPEM N4. “Bueeena esa", ya

estamos! Me hicieron una de ustedes y siempre les voy

a querer. Mi familia, mis padrinos: les extrano y quiero un

monton. EGRESADOS '08!! Nos vemos en la uni!!

h

\

Brett Henderson
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Deana Heras
We have seen each other grow and flourish through the

years; making new friends, new memories, and exploring

a new environment. Each one us has something special

to offer to the new journey that lies ahead. Each one us

contributed a rare and unique aspect of ourselves that

made our graduating class of '09 so special. Thank you

for the memories, the laughs and the good times and

thank you to everyone that made my high school years

so amazing. Good luck seniors of 2009! Let’s make it our

time to shine! <3

Holly Heybrock Lauren Hickey
“So you were born, and that was a good day/Someday
you'll die, and that is a shame/But somewhere in the

between was a life of which we all dream/And nothing and

no one will ever take that away." I would like to express

my gratitude and love to everyone who spent some part

of “the between" with me. regardless of whether they left

my life or are still by my side. Every one of those

friendships and memories made us who we are today,

and I hope you all got as much out of it as I did Good
luck exploring the infinite abyss PS- I couldn't have

done it without my parents and family, I love you!

Christopher Higgins Jade Holmes
Years from now when I have my children

and they have theirs. I will tell them. When I was your

age, Pluto was a planet. I would be a grandma, hopefully

as inspirational and memorable as my grandpa, Michael

Van Brown is. It was the end of my freshman year in

Japan when he passed away. I came to Hyannis for his

funeral and remember not being able to say goodbye

But goodbyes are what help us grow Goodbyes open

new doors for us as a way to move on Nobody's saying

you have to say goodbye to the memories though

Those memories are a gift from your past for your

present.-l miss you

Steleena!

Charming Hoover
“Grew up way to fast and now theres nothing to believe"

4 years gone by and its like we were just freshmen

Sammy Jo, Beccaboo, Kay loveyou forever! so many
memoreies. . "we might be laughing a bit too loud but that

never hurt no one” “Mommy!", homeroom buds and

the stunnahhs, love you all! Thanks Mom, Dad, Karl and

Ken for putting up with me and too the rest. I'll see you

at the beach! xox
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Bridgette Hopkins
It's been a heck of a ride but we finally made it!! Kirsten

I don't know what I would have done without you girl I

love you BFFL. Mom and Dad I love you both thank you

for everything. Senior year was unforgettable. I’ve had

some crazy times. Having slumbies all the time, anyone

down for a sesh?!?! My crazy sister Julia I love you

more than anything, we have way too much fun

together. I don’t think my senior year would have been

as much fun if I wasn't with you all the time. Becca I

love you too, have fun and be good next year!! Sas

you're defiantly the best ever. I cant believe its

FINALLY over. Congratulations Class of 2009!!

Bonnie Hurley
“Life goes by pretty fast. If you don't stop & look around

once in a while, you could miss it." Well 2009, here it is.

The end of another one of life's journeys. I had some
amazing times at SHS and I couldn't have asked for a

better bunch of friends to enjoy them with. So many
memories I will treasure of the past four years. I want to

thank my mom, dad,and Erin for all your love and

i
support along the way I couldn't have done it without

you guys. I love you! Good luck class of 2009. Miss

you guys!

Zachary Huff
I would like to thank God and my family for getting me
through the last 4 years of my life. I would also like to

thank my support system of Mrs. Hite, Mrs.Viglas, Mrs.

Abbott, Mrs. Thayer, Mrs. Brennan, all my teachers and

Mrs. Booras. They were the roughest four years of my
life but they made me who I am I made a lot of good

friends this year. I’d like to give a shout out to my
friends Sam .Darren, Dan, Rudy, Bethany. I made this

year a good one. "What we are is God's gift to us. What
we become is our gift to God." Peace

Kelsey Igo

“We all take different paths in life, but no matter where

we go, we take a little of each other everywhere. "Four

years have gone by so fast! Bball and lax girls so many
good times right bike To all my friends thank you for

everything I love you all! Mom Dad and Shannon thank

you for all the love and support Michaela good luck I will

miss you next year! Congrats class of '09! We did it! “A

bad day at the beach beats a good day anywhere else”

Kimberly Hunter
A fun and unforgettable four years gone so fast. We
have all grown so close, making memories that will

never be forgotten. To all my friends, I couldn't have

done it without you, you have made my high school

years everything they could be, 12/21/07. Mom and

Amy, I love you, thanks for everything, I don’t know
what I’d do without ya. You'll always be with me dad, I

love and miss you. To everyone else, have fun!

Jamie Jonah
I can’t believe it’s here! What an exciting adventure this

has been. A very special thank you to Mrs. Schultz, and

all my teachers who have helped me so much along

the way. Thanks so much to my family who were always

there for me. This really was one of the best

experiences of my life so far Congratulations class of

“09'’.
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Peter Jumper
My time at Sandwich High School has been very

interesting In my courses, I have focused on my
passions of math and science In my extracurricular

activates, I have represented Israel and the United

Arab Emirates in International Studies, attended Model

United Nations, taken part in the All-Nighter, twice

participated in the conference playoffs for the Math

Team, and joined the National Honor Society. I would

like to thank my teachers, advisors, and friends who
have helped me throughout my time here. You have

made it a pleasure to attend Sandwich High School.
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Michael Kelliher

I made many friends here at SHS, some I’ve

learned from, others I’ve spent my free time

with, but all that I'll that remember. Thank you to

Mom, Dad, Kiera and my teachers, you’ve made
me the person I am. Copper, my best bud, you’re

almost as old as me and you’re still the best

welcoming comittee i could ask for. Colleen

you’re my best friend, ’’Green eyes yeah the

spotlight shines upon you". My boys, Jim,

Andrew, Cory, Recker, Breslin- you choppah

and Tim you classy cat. Salute to Sachem.

Allison Kelly

I don’t know where to begin- Sarah, I couldn't have

gotten through these years without you. Mom&Dad.
thanks for putting up with me, I love you Kace, T,

Brie. Christina. Kris Reilly. Shane. Spoof&Casey I

can't believe all we've been through. Football games,

country test, prom, Celine, tumbling, rascal,

summertime. OTH nights, Casey&Shaneos, HB and

AWKY Cheerleaders, keep giving them something to

talk about.

And to the class of 2009, "Just live, have wonderful

times & make mistakes but never second guess where

you've been, where you are. and most of all where

you're going’’

The most important asset we can take away
from our high school years are the friends

that we’ve made; and I will never forget all

the people I have come to call my friends.

Kevin JumperAmy Jordan

"Be who you are and say what you feel because

those who mind don’t matter and those who
matter don’t mind.” I never thought 4 years could

go by so fast-Bball girls playing in Boston, pasta

dinners, Wendy’s to the left!~Softball ladies using

our strong hand- Ellery, Colleen, and Michael

thanks for everything-Jessica Anne- Besties for

life I couldn't have done it without you! Mom, Dad,

Craig, Mark, Katie, Liz, Sarah, Chris, and Tim I

love you guys!

Jean-Pierre Joubert

I enjoyed myself in several clubs, including the Math

Team and International Studies, in which I represented

Mexico, Syria, and Pakistan. Thanks to Mr. Neil and Mr

Franke, respectively, for being excellent advisors. I also

must thank Dr Snider for challenging me in Latin and

Ms. Ahlgren for helping me with calculus. As of my junior

year, I earned three Gold Scholar Awards, and I was
recognized as a Commended Student I became an Eagle

Scout during January 2007 I must thank all of my
friends from International Studies, as well as my
companions on the Math Team, in addition to those too

numerous list. Your companionship was a highlight of

my time here



Michael King

Pretty good four years. Things to remember -

Friends, sports, summers, snowboarding,

lacrosse, Paul’s, hockey games, APs, diving, long

hair, coffee, music, and senior year. I've learned

a lot. Thanks go out to: Mom, Dad, Molli - thanks

for supporting me - all my teachers, both Mr. G’s,

Scherm, O'Hara - taught me so much, everyone

who made it fun - guys, Jake, Andrew, Nick, Tim,

Colombo, Mike, Pat, Crip, Dave, and more -girls,

Meg, Tay, Hil and many more. I’m gonna miss it.

The sky is the limit.

Victoria Kissell

Even though weve changed nd were all finding our own
place in the world we all kno that whn the tears fall or

the smiles spread across our face well come to

eachother cuz no matter where this crazy world takes

us nothing will ever change so much that were not all

still best friends, ukwur. Never4gt fresh yr, the beach,

boys of easy, AWs car, cfest, hr w G, red lacoste

cologne. We kno that no matter how far we travel on

our own separate paths somehow we will always find

our way back to eachother And with that we can get

through anything. Heres to us Who we were, who we
are, and who we’ll be

Adam Lamb

My four years of high school went by really

slowly. There were some good times and some
bad times, and then senior year came. It has

been a blast so far. Although I had good times, I

am glad to get out of here, and I wish

the underclassmen a good time at Sandwich

High School.

I would also like to say thanks to all of my
teachers. .. you will be missed.

Emily Khazeie

5 Coco Chanel once said, “Elegance is refusal.”

want to thank those who allowed me to refuse

nitation. Specific teachers, friends, peers, and

mily have all allowed me to grow and prepare

r a future that I am excited to begin. Thank you

my parents, Noah, Uncle Kyle, and above all

hers, Autumn, Tessa and Steph. Thanks for

jtting up with me daily, I don't think I could have

ade it without you.

Rebecca Kmiec

Good luck class of 09 :)

Maybe mistakes are what make our fate; without

hem what would shape our lives? Maybe if we
lad never veered off course we wouldn't be

vho we are. After all, people will come into your

life and go, but it’s comforting to know that the

bnes you love are always in you heart." SF CH
<B since forever, CL-first grade no helmet, Putti,

lomeroom buddies and “the scene”. Girls and

juys, thanks for all the love. It's been a great four

/ears!
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Allie Lamb
“Whenever you remember times gone by,

remember how we held our heads so high.

When all this world was there for us and we
believed that we could touch the sky." Good
luck to my track staaas, Cape All Stars, and

SHS cheer girls-first place, never forget! We
gave em something to talk about!

Thank you Moo, Dad, J, Connor, animals. Love

you more than all the stars in the sky. Peace

out SHS

Brandt Latimer

Danielle Lambert

Connor LaRocco

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jarrod, Tara, Craig, and

Chief, i love you guys, soccer boys, hockey

guys, pasta d’s.ping pong, respect the game,

pb, lacrosse, winner winner pasta dinner,

garrett my wingman, flannigan, stuby, everyone

else, State Champs '08, beach, bonfires, green

street, june 26, homeroom, bruins games. Well

what else is there to say. Thanks to everyone

who got me to where i am today. MB 7/10. Good
luck clss of 09.

Thomas Lasorsa

Thanks mom and dad. Without you I would be wondering

in a desert somewhere Thanks to Mr Franke and the

I S crew What else would I do on Monday nights

beside sit in a stuffy auditorium and talk about world

politics? Collin, what am I going to do without you there

feeding me bad ideas and good times, and who would

always be there to beat me in underwater hockey? Mike

Maxim, and the rest of the gang its been awesome
Way to many inside jokes to write out. Chloe, the times

we had were great and I wouldn't trade them for the

world. Good luck class of 2009. Its been good

Kristy Levinson

“r deepst fear is not that we r inadequate, r deepst fear

is that we r pwrful beynd measure It is r light, not r

darkness that most frightns us We ask rselvs, who am
I 2 be brilliant, gorgeous, talentd, fabulous? Actually,

who r you not 2 be?. There is nothing enlightnd about

shrinking so that othr ppl won't feel insecure around

u. And as we let r own light shine, we unconsciously

give othr ppl permission 2 do the same .." -Marianne

Williamson I would like 2 thank my friends, family, and

teachers who helped me grow throughout the years into

who I am I love + miss u already! I love u Haley!
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Colin Mahoney

“There are things about your childhood you

hold onto, because they were so much a part

of you: the places you went, the people you

knew."Mom Dad Chrissy Jillie Andy Piiig Bern

Mattie & Mikey thanks for putting up with

me. Coll, since birth. Kris Sas Meg Er & Ash been

through it all, I love you guys more than you

know.Caramel,StateRadio.Mich,Sam’s&Cheer!

Sisterhood Nerdcamp’05.MTOC.

Soccer&Lax.best times of my life. It’s been

fun.Jataaaaa SHS

Manx Taiki Magyar

Brendan, hot dogs, twistos, and summers, playing

I /ideo games with action figures. Max, sleepovers at

/our house, and too many years to count on one hand
3ayson, the family I know better than my own, Double
Plus Good. Pat, king and queen of gears and thank god
you are not a weakling. Rob, when you think the night

is done, it just begun. Declan, you big meatball, my car

s your car. Colin, UWH and parties in Canada. Chris,

iate to the party, but just in time for some Tim and
Eric And my parents for spotting me some change and
some extra love when my bros just could not give me
enough

Cara MacDonaldKrysta Lubold Meagan MacLeod

“Surround yourself with people you love being

yourself with”

Friends thanks for the love and laughs; norm6,

squaredom, hmk, my boys, tag you’re it!

Mom & Dad thanks for putting up with me, I love

you.

Livy & John enjoy the ride & keep laughing.

Good Luck Class of ‘09

Katheryn Maloney
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Athena Manatis-Lornell
"Enjoy it. The day as it comes. People as they come
The past, I think, has helped me appreciate the present

and I don't want to spoil any of it by fretting about the

future” -Audrey Hepburn Best Friends ukwur love:

norm6, bfires, boys of easy, cruisin, S&S, bcounty fair

thanks square, bucket started it all, prom08,

galapallozas. molerat, tennis worlds, Pants, grey's, tea

shop Fridays “You'll never get through it without your

best friends”- Sex and the City Mom, Dad, Chris thank

you for all you do, love you These last four years have

been fabulous, good luck 09!

Kristen Manchester

“The longer you live, the higher you fly; the smiles you

give, the tears you cry; all you touch, and all you see; is

all your life will ever be" Pink Floyd

The past 4 years have been crazy and unforgettable

Thanks to all my friends for all the great times we've had

. ..Cara- best friends since 4th grade, I couldn't have

done this without you, Kelly-my sister I love you,

Shawna- you're my best friend, I love you! Sara, Nicole-I

love you!, Jacob, Brit, Christine, and everyone else- field

hockey and ice hockey girls I love you! Also thanks Mom,
Dad, and Allyson, I wouldn't be where I am today without

you. Best of luck class of 09'!

Nicole Marinaccio

Kyle Marrs Philip Martinez Ryan Maxim

I just want to say thank you to my family and

friends. To my family, for helping me achieve

more than I ever could have on my own. To my
friends, for keeping me up whenever life got

down A special thanks to Mike, Collin, and Tom.

You guys know me better than anyone, and

you were always there for me. You will all be

remembered. Best of luck in the coming years.

Class of 09!
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Mathew McCombs Thomas McDonald

If I learned one thing from High School it would be

that everything is everybody else's fault I learned

that nobody is better than everybody else, and
everyone is the best at everything.

Ryan Mazar

Laurie McEntee

“Faith is taking the first step, even when you

don’t see the whole staircase." - MLK Jr.

While its hard to believe that high school is

over, it is only the beginning. I would like to

thank my friends, family, and teachers who
have helped me succeed throughout my high

school career.

Julianne McGrath

Looking back on the past 4 years, they flew by But

when I think of all the memories made it seems unreal!

I couldn't have asked for anything better To my
teachers, thanks for bringing school to life To

Barbs&Sar, thanks for being there & putting up w/ me

—

I love you two. To Mom&Dad, thanks for the constant

support&encouragement, I owe you everything. To

Michael thanks for being the best brother, role

model&Chem tutor To my XC family, thanks for all the

crazy times To anyone I have ever shared a laugh w/,

I thank you! Onto bigger&better things, good luck 09

“Don't let your dreams be dreams"

Nicole McElhinney

Every new beginning comes from some other

leginning’s end."Thanks Mom and Dad for

ilways being there and supporting me.

shannon Ashley and Tara work hard and enjoy

t. Couldn't have done it with out my bests Ken
(athryn and Cael.So many good times hockey

jirls-love you! you’re the best swimming -golf -

tonfires -concerts -summer 08 -homecoming
ind so much more. Also thanks to my awesome
toaches and teachers.

3ood luck class of 09

ife moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and look

ound once in a while, you could miss it.” I'd like to

ve the biggest Thanks to my Mom and Dad for

</erything, I love you both. Brendan thanks for

jvice. Quality times with Disney Crew, Putti, Black

jck, DECA partners Sara Tan, Olivia and Vince A.

age. Always keepin it classy on the weekends,

these past four years have been the best of my life

id can be summed up with, Fun Times Plentiful.
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Katherine Mclsaac
“Don't cry because it’s over, smile because it

happened" My experiences throughout these past four

years have shaped me as a person, but I have become
who I am today with the help of those who have

supported me. With this, I would like to thank my
friends for constantly putting a smile on my face... "I'm

only me when I'm with you". Dad, thanks for supporting

me on and off the ice Mom, thank you for everything

you have ever done for me and thank you Mike and

Andrew for always having my back I love you

“Cherish yesterday. Live today. Dream tomorrow".

Conor McMorrow

Jessica McLeod

Sean McNamara Daniel McNeil Jr.

Jaime McManus
‘‘Every new beginning comes from some other

beginning's end” It’s a bitter sweet time for seniors.

Anticipation has set in for the years to come, and

memories have formed from the years past. I hold

my high school memories dearly. Thank you, Chloe,

David, Chelsey, Collin, Mike, Caroline, Laurie, and

Anna Maria for making high school into something

bigger than itself. Live life, and look ahead with

caution. And to the select few, always ask yourself,

“What would Anne Frankesay?"
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Bethany Moore

Caitlin Michniewicz

Celebrate we will, because life is short but

.weet for certain.”

i/lom, Dad and the fam + the gang

—

hanks for everything, I love you guys.
: )

“M

Christopher Montt
I has been fun. Always gonna remember: The sailing

|;am, what “colors” symbolizes, the two goofiest girls

n the team, and the three captains. The Frisbee team;

This is the party room, this is the party room, we don’t

leep, we don’t sleep". My fellow Forestdalians. All the

ard times in wrestling, and the fun ones. Thanks to

veryone who has made my life better. Great junior

I ear with PT. I'll never forget JM and how you changed
I le. And thanks dad for being rational sometimes and
I aving good conversations with me. Thanks to my
10m for always caring, no matter how minute the

ituation.

Mathieu Miller Gregory Monfette
I would like to start by thanking my mom.
Without her love, advice, and support I couldn’t

have made it through. I would, also, like to

thank ail of my great friends for being there

through the ups and downs.

Congratulations and good luck to all of my
fellow classmates.

“The horizon leans forward, offering you

space to place new steps of change.”

Sarah Moore
What a ride class of 09! We grew together as we grew
up together and it has been nothing but brilliant. Thank
you too everyone who has made my high school

experience what it was. Dad Mom Thank you for your

love and support and CONSTANT push to succeed, I

know I complained but I needed it. Matt-thanks for

always giving me someone to look up to Lilly- no one
makes me laugh harder can't wait to see you grow up

Disney Crew love you always Capppttiiinnns lol so glad

we became so close, I needed that Liv miss you have

fun! Good luck everyone and remember "Life's too short

to be anything but happy"
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Brianna Morandi
Mom&Dad, I luv u guys thanx 4 everything. Mom ur an

inspiration. Kris,AI,Rei,T,Xtina.Kace,Jue, Liz,Jac.Case, Dan,Cory,

I

love u guys. So many fun memories, stay amazing OTH
nites, country test, Rascal, prom Al&Casey's basement
nites, summer, bonfires, ect. Cheering 07 08 09 I luv u

girls ACL ChampsMm ganna miss uIGive em sumthin to

talk about.Joe thanx 4 everything, <3 Isaac&Alicia

reach 4 the stars."Maybe u’ll get everything u wish

for,maybe u’ll get more than u could ever imagine.Who
knows where life will take u.The road is long and in the

end the journey is the destination."

Emily Mueller

Jesse Morrill Melissa Morrissey
First off, thanks Dad and Mom for being there for

me. To the Jortsmen forever we ride together and

thanks for being there too ,
To Steve its only just

begun so get ready for the ride. Emily your always

my bffl no doubt, JEFFFEERRRRYYY, Umbrella

Remix, Wonka vision, N-U-D Dog, Natick born n

raised, Welcome to the Good Life, The
Knightmares, Philospher, Locker Talk, Tuesdays
with Morrill. A man's worth is no greater than his

ambitions.

Class of 09' Remember nobody ever did it like US!

I cant believe its over, time went by so fast. I won't I

miss high school but I will miss all the good times;

letting the beat build on tuesdays. sailors, mall trips,

marylou's, state radio, red trolleys, the newcomers,
oar, east sandwich, bonfires, hitting caramel, the

blazer, dorchesta, worcesta, quincy, 1817, 'plan on

having breakfast at my place' mv, bball, left bike,

mtoc, umass trips, jonny we're always ballin, shane
your like a brother to me, stacy thanks for looking ou

for me. mom & dad I owe you all the credit thanks foi

putting up with me Well I'm out, Good Luck Class of

'09

Max Murphy
“Friendship is not something you learn in school But if

you haven't learned the meaning of friendship, you really

haven’t learned anything ” (Muhammad Ali) What I was
supposed to get out of high school is the knowledge and

experience to prepare me for college I did earn this

valuable knowledge, but along with it came something

much greater To me, friends were and always will be

the best part of high school. Where I would be without

them, I can't tell you. If you’re wondering if you're

included in the aforementioned friends, you’re probably

not. Those of whom I speak are few but great And good
luck — and I'll miss you ,to those still chillin' at SHS

Kendra Noll
“Always walk where you like your steps Do what you

please, i'll back you up." Berger Nic & Krielly - my best,

loove you girls! Friends, i couldn't have done it without

you, thanks. ”awky sitch”, that's cuute, homecoming,

summer 08, concerts, dance parties, boston trips.

mlous&99, “true fans" and so many more hockey girls,

so much fun these past 4 years, locker room dance

parties anyone?, thanks for all the laughs and can’t

forget the golf girls! Mom. Dad, Dennis. & Brett - thank:

for putting up with me :) love you! Seniors 09 - we final

made it, good luck, "..it's i'll see ya later." :)
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Honee O’Brien
'

Brendan O’Leary
>u hanks to everyone who was there for me for the

:

ast 18 years, you know who you are. These past

years have been the best of my life and I know
lere are many better years to come. Thanks
specially to my parents, Julie, Kerry, Gram, and

ly friends, you know who you are. Thank you so

i luch for always supporting me in everything I did

a"1 ;ood luck to everyone in the future!
fm

|

Lannan O’Brien
“Some people make the sky more beautiful to gaze

upon; they stay in our lives for awhile, leave

footprints on our hearts, and we are never ever the

same”

Thanks to “the gang,” teachers, family, all those

who have made me laugh, cry, or see life in a

different light. MGS: you've taught me how to smile

from the inside out. 143

Live. Laugh. Love.

Timothy O’Leary *

Peter O’Connell

Kailee Odell

It's hard to believe that we could have so many great

memories from four years that went by that quickly! All of

my friends—thank you for everything, you are amazing!

Those of you still at SHS—live it up! It's going to fly by

My teachers, I can't express how much I appreciate all

that you've done for me Love you Mom, Dad, Brandon,

and Mark, I can't thank you enough for all of your

support. Good luck class of 2009, always follow your

hearts and remember to laugh at yourselves once in a

while “Shoot for the moon: Even if you miss, you'll land

among the stars".
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Avery Osella
These 4 years have gone by so fast and have been a lot

of fun. We've made it through Freshman Homecoming
in a blizzard, 4 years of ridiculous skits, & now we are

getting ready to put it all behind us I'll never forget KTC
hell weeks, wondering why we were doing that to

ourselves & yet not wanting to be anywhere else! Ferns,

I don’t know how I would have made it through without

you. Love you guys! And Mama, Gaga, & Papa, you

have been an endless supply of support. Thank you

Good luck class of 2009 "Leap and the net will

appear"

“Of all the forces that make for a better world, none is

so powerful as hope. With hope, one can think, one can

work, one can dream. If you have hope, you have

everything." I thank God 4 everything in my life the good

and the bad. There is a reason 4 everything; there is a

reason why certain people come into your life each day. I

thank those who have come into my life because of you I

have learned, I have become stronger,! have been

encouraged, I have been loved by you. Thanks to my
mom who has been there with me through thick and thin.

I love you. Congrats to all my friends we did it! C u

soon!

Maria Papapietro

“Some people leave footprints in our hearts, and we are

never the same." Mom and Dad, thank you for the

constant love and support You both mean the world to

me. Robbie and Joey, I am so proud to be your sister

Keep it up! To my best friends and angels, you all have

taught me lessons that I will carry for the rest of my life

Thank you for the love, laughter and memories. We will

always be together. Teachers, mentors, and anyone who
has believed in me-thank you from the bottom of my
heart Good luck ’09! Wherever life takes you. spread

your wings and fly.

Joseph Perry
Mom your incredible thanks for everything. Dan
and Dave I love you guys. Friends it’s been great

thanks for some of the best memories of my life

“You never know where the next miracle is

going to come from, the next smile,the next wisf

come true. But if you believe that it’s right arounc

the corner, and you open your heart and mind tc

the possibility of it, to the certainty of it. You just

might get the thing you're wishing for. The work

is full of magic.You just have to believe in it. So

make your wish. Now believe in it with all your

heart.”
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Jessica PenningtonCory Patterson

Matthew Palazzolo

“Happiness isn’t something you experience; it’s

something you remember.” So many great

memories at SHS; Monday nights at IS, Model

UN’s, all nighters, Diplomacy, Underwater hockey &
Bobby Byrnes, Philosophy Club, USHAP in the

conservative corner, Ultimate Frisbee, Gamer’s

Guild. I’d like to thank my teachers for making high

school informative, my friends for making high

school entertaining, and my parents for making

high school manageable. Best of luck Class of ’09.



Hira RanqAndrew Quattrommi
m really going to miss Sandwich High I've had

5
such good times with my friends and it’s going to

)e tough to say goodbye. I’m going to miss a lot of

eachers too. I just can't believe it’s actually over.

; \nyway, thanks for the memories Sandwich
High!

Live the life you have imagined

-Thoreau

Kathryn PratkaBarbara Powers

i Dream as if you’ll live forever, live as if you’ll die

I today.” Don’t feel sad for what’s ending; be excited

i for what’s next. Julianne- from under the easel all

the way to France and everything in between, I had

|
a blast and couldn't ask for a better person to share

it with. Sara- pickles are made from cucumbers,

j

Dream Team, thanks for the fun! Madeline, I

wouldn't have handed in a single paper had it not

been for you.

‘You touched my heart, you touched my soul, you

changed my life and all my goals."
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Erin Reardon
“And the days went by like paper in the wind.

Everything changed, then changed again.”

Wow I can't believe its over! We did it. My bball

girls i love you all so much! So many good times

over the years.To all my friends thanks for

everything, I love you all so much. Mom and Dad
thanks so much for all the love and support over

the years. You're the best, I love you! Joe and Sean
I’m going to miss you guys next year.

Congrats Class of 09’!!!!

Nicholas Recker
“Ask any racer, any real racer It doesn't matter if you

win by an inch or a mile; winning's winning.” Kelliher,

Breslin, Cheddah, Chall, and Caroline—good times lol.

Movie quotes, water wizz, workin the COR. meanstreets

of Lakewood hills, lorenzos oil, salute to sachem, the

chili peppers,
,
“let him go and see what happens",

homecoming game 08, poker, Bryant, junior prom,

housin, latin class, sorcery, 21 at kellihers, BK runs, and

STRAIGHT shootin the breeze Mom, Dad, Jackie, and

Joe— I don't know how I could have done it without you

—

Thank you so much, I love you all. “PEACE IM OUTTA
HERE"

Kacie Ricci

“May your tears come from laughing, you find friends

worth having, with every year passing they mean
more than gold." ukwur, I love you guys! The past fou

years have flown by and I wouldn't take any of it

back: prom08. tea shop Fridays, Cfest, Ptown, the

“list", sassy 7, allykellys, drive-bys, the bucket, Toby

Keith Kim, thanks for always being there I don't think

I would've made it without you.

GOOD LUCK 09, “chase your dreams but always

know the road that will lead you home again."

Mom and Sam, thanks for all you've done.

Dad I miss you so much. I'll make you proud

Michael Richardson Jr. Nikolas Richerson Emma Riedel
I never suspected time was as quick as was rumored,

but I guess it's true High school was a sprint instead of

a stroll Thank you to those special people who made
this such a wonderful experience Mom and Dad, thank

you for your limitless love and support and Becky and

Jack, for your wisecracking sense of humor. Also thank:

to my homeroom buddy and my ever supportive track

stars For the one who has baked with me and destroye

me in every imaginable board game, thank you for

putting up with me and always being there All of you wi

always have my eternal love and gratitude Thank You.
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Kathryn Rielly

3 been a great 4 years Class of 09! Id like to thank all

ly friends who've been there from the start Jill, Carlie,

hristina, Caela, Nicole, Kendra love you guys you're

y bests. I will always remember those dances,

ames, bonfires, sleepovers, beach days, countless

iwky sitchs", & Cael “Love Life, Be Brave!” For all my
her amazing friends that I have been so lucky to

ave in my life thanks for all the crazy memories! Last

at not least thanks Mom Dad Chris & Brendan for

ways being there and supporting me when I needed
au most-1 love you. Congrats with whatever your

ture holds class of 09

I
Darren Ripley

hank you to all who helped me -Carolyn

oodbye

Katelyn Ries

Jacob Ritch

Matthew Rimer
Dedicated to Chall, Gin, The Dog, Nessy, Smelly,

Lanno, Spoot, The Crow, Jo Jo, Foose, Turkey and

Gravy, D-Train, Ruister, Shick, Morill Support, Slick

Wik, Jake the Snake, The Veast, Primrose, Gun Eagle,

B.O., Das Berger, Wheaty, Bruno, Jotto, Big Head,

Papa Smurf, Marty, C-Money, G-Money, Miller, O.G.

Rob, Nollsie, Drippers, Flo, Cananda, A-Conn, Wild,

Biker, Carl, and of coarse.. . Stobbes.

Are you gonna' bark all day little doggie, or are you

gonna’ bite? - Michael Madsen, Reservoir Dogs

William Ritchie

-

:
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Sara Robicheau
*

It lasted forever, and ended too soon * Thanks

Mum and Dad for everything.

To my bests- I'll always remember the times we
have shared and the endless laughs! You are like

sisters to me. If I had a penny for everything I loved

about you guys, I’d have many pennies! It’s not

goodbye but a change in heart, The road we’ve

traveled was just a start! Good luck 09 Hakuna
Matata

Megan Rudowski

Reilly Romanelli
“There are moments in our lives when we find ourselves

at a crossroad, afraid, confused, without a roadmap. The
choices we make in those moments can define the rest

of our days Of course when faced with the unknown,

most of us prefer to turn around and go back But it's

only when you're tested, that you discover who you are,

that you discover who you can be The person you can

be does exist, beyond the hard work, faith, belief, and

beyond the heartache, and fear of what lies ahead." -

OTH Thank you to all of my friends and family who
pushed me forward and made me who I am today

Melissa Rudy

i

Ashleigh Roy

Casey Rutherford
Thank you to my parents and everyone who
helped me throughout high school I will never

forget all the good times I've had for the past

four years. It went by fast, but it's been fun,

and I hope for the best for everyone.
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“I get by with a little help from my friends" --John

Lennon. So many good times:sneaking out of caseys

house, TSK w/ rob + adam. Bubblicious, Soccer 3x ACL
champs SOLID BABE, snowballin, flapjack, nights at

wilds, wonka vision, beach bonfires, concert trips, the

knightmares. Umbrella Remix w/ Morrill, oh Jared and

Mike, Jared Ryan Mike Ben-you guys are one of a

kind, Gary Casey Brandt 4Jortsmen-couldn’t ask for

better friends, love you guys, Mom and Dad-love you

and thank you for eveything, Andrew-my best friend,

thanks for always being there and showing me the way.

Best of luck class of '09, I'm out.

Kelsey Schmidt

Alexandra Santos

Stephen Scanlon

Colleen Ryan
We all have meanness in us, but we have good in us 2

& the only thing worth living 4 is the good. Peace love

& happiness will save the world if we let it,so remember
these days smiling Remember those who made it

amazing & let go of regrets, bri nikki & ave my boys &

captains don't stop laughing! Michael- ur brighter than

sunshine. Mom & dad remember me in ribbons and

curls; I still love u more than anything in the world --

love ur baby girl. John and Court- ur beautiful; stay

beautiful. Our stories r a long way from done, class of

09. The walls that kept us in have fallen down- go find

your dreams!

“An awkward morning beats a boring night"-dorchesta,

trips 2 the zoo-room 1817, Letting the beat build on

tuesdays-Red Raidaa “This is awkward" Mom, you've

taught me well, and helped me grow. Kara, u’ve always

been there 4 me 4 nething & I can't tell u how much I

appreciate that. I couldn't have done this w/o any of u-

Ryan & Michael love u all! To the class of 09-”Be careful

whose advice you buy, but be patient with those who
supply it. Advice is a form of nostalgia. Dispensing it is a

way of fishing the past from the disposal, wiping it off,

painting over the ugly parts and recycling it for more than

it's worth." Good luck!

Robert Savoy

Michelle Sadeck
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Kristen Schmidt

Edward Slamin
Skateboarding is a universal language. A 360 flip

down at SSP is the same 360 flip in LA or far

away places. Everything in life can leave you,

but your skateboard will be there. Live to skate,

skate or die.

Kate Simpson
“Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. Live

the life you have imagined." ~ Thoreau

Thanks to the teachers for all of the support and

guidance you have given to me Thank you to

everyone who has made my high school experience

unique. Most importantly I would like to thank my
family, my mom, my dad, and my brother Jeff, I love

you all: Jeff, thank you for being a great big brother

Dad, I will always be your princess. Mom, what would I

do without you, so many good times with you that I

know I will never forget -Girl team- always and

forever

Good luck Class of 2009! ©

Jonathan Smith
These last four years at Sandwich High have been full

of good times and some bad. I would like to thank Mr.

Fawcett for putting up with me for the past 4 years,

along with Mr Coakley “for doing it right the second

time." I would also like to thank my mom and dad for

helping me through high school. Thanks, and love you

both My friends since the beginning Chris, Katie, Alex,

Matt, We made it! And we have done so much.

"Life is a lesson — you learn it when you're though"

Class of 2009 congrats!!!!!!

Matthew Skala

It has been a fun four years for everybody.

Thanks to mom and dad and all my teachers,

especially Ms. Kaufman and Mrs. Carlyle.

Thanks to Dan C. for all your help. Best of luck

to everybody in the class of '09; you will all go

on to do great things!!

James Souza
A lot of good memories, because of great people

Thanks to all those friends who made these 4 years

so special. Mom and Dad, you mean the world to

me Thanks for always being there for me, and my
friends. Sherri, I can always count on you as a

sister and best friend, love you Well, when in

Rome, right?... Blue Knight and 188 Ball. Skimmin (

at sunset. Wrentham rides Bozy's Barbershop. Up 1

tops. Beats in the Jeep. Magic at the table. 6 in the

Buick. Talkin with legs crossed. Wacky's. Peace be

with you. Days at the beach. It's my life and I'm livin

it... That’s pretty good.
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Congratulations Class of 2009, we finally made it! To

my XC girls, I’ll miss you so much. And to my tennis

girls, love you all. We'll always be world champs. And
of course, thanks to my friends, I love all of you.

You’ve made the past four years of high school the

best. No matter how far apart we are next year, I know
we ll be friends for life And most of all, I have to thank

my family. You've been there for me through thick and

thin, and I'd be nowhere without you. It's hard to say

goodbye to everyone, but wherever you go, go with all

your heart.

Casey Spofford Sarah Sprague
“Don't save for tomorrow what you can

accomplish today." Ava, shoot for the stars, I

love you. Thank you teachers, Cos, my parents

for pushing me through. All of my friends—could

not have done it without you. Thank you to a

certain few. © You are the best.

Carly Spink

Stephen Stewart
So, four years of high school are over; now
what?
With honor and pride,

We ride,

A warrior of honor, eternal,

Forever WoH

Brianna StetsonBrian Steele
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Talia Stewart
“It is only after we have lost everything that we are

free to do anything.” Thank you Dad, David, Duncan,

Rita Kelly. I love you Cameron Bernie, you’ve saved

me. Ashleigh, you're the best friend I could ask for; I

love you girl, ten years stong. Eileen, bit and lil,

Jacquelyne, Malory, the coffee run will live forever.

Thank you God for sticking with me. Peace,

Sandwich.

Matthew Stobbart
I thank you, mom and dad. I also thank my art

teachers for making my time here acceptable.

Shawn Stuber

Ryan Sullivan
Thank you, Mom, Dad, and Kaylin, for hanging with

me through these past four years. Friends, guys

and girls, thanks for the memories I will never forget.

Daniel Svirsky
I can't believe that my freshman, sophomore, junior, and

senior years went by so fast. I would like to thank KTC
for turning me into something that I never thought I

would be I want to thank my old friends from Wing and

my new friends for helping me out through my 4 years of

High School I'd like to thank the teachers for helping me
out with things that I thought that I would never

understand And I have to send this message here to

any student who is still going to be at this school when I

graduate, my brother Mike is going to be a freshman

next year So take care of him for me

Roseann Swyers
So we finally made it to our senior year I look back to I

the first grade and remember Hailey and I going to our

moms' work together, having such good times Ashley, !

we had fun in class, the rides to and from school, and

those fun parties Luv ya girl! My favorite memory is

going to prom with Steve I'm going to miss all the

friends I made in school. I want to say thanks to all my
teachers who helped me get through difficult times I

want to especially thank Mr Shewchuk for all his help

and support in getting me to my senior year

i
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Collin Sykes

Let your soul shine

Its better than sunshine

Its better than moonshne
Damn sure better than rain

Jillian Toczylowski
Congrats Class of '09!

I just want to thank all the people

who made high school a little easier for me First of all, I

want to thank my best friends Carlie, Christina, Kathryn,

and Kristen, who have all stuck by my side no matter

what. Secondly, thanks to the swim team, my second
family, not to mention the best co-captains a girl could

ask for (Nikki, Sarah, &Colleen.) Also. thank you to my
parents and sister for your never-ending support

(Natalie, no one makes me laugh harder.) Lastly, I want
to say thank you to Jimmy, who will always have a

special place in my heart. Good luck everyone!

Michael Tallia

The past four years have been some of the best

and most memorable years of my life, so far. I

couldn’t have done it without the support of my
friends and family, who have helped me through the

good times and the bad. I will always enjoy the

unforgettable memories I've shared with everyone,

as I move further along through life.

Katherine Tompkins
“May the sun bring you new energy every day. May
the moon softly restore you by night. May the rain

wash away your worries. May the breeze blow new
strength into your being. May you walk gently

through the world and know its beauty all the days

of your life.”

-Apache Blessing

Payson Titcomb

Chelsey Valentine
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Rachel Varjian

Kimberly Walker
Omg, even though I am going to miss Sandwich

High so much, I can’t wait to go off to college and

mingle with a whole new pool of people. But it is

true what they say, “the memories you make in high

school will last you a lifetime.” Some inside jokes

shared with the best of people: “The Hulk" “Dibbs!”

“Dances" “Coconut” “the Boardwalk” “the beaches”

“White Truck!" “I so called that!" Prom was
amazing And I will never forget the class of '09,

especially those who stood next to me through

some of our most difficult years: CG MK CB KS.

Kirsten Vicente

KV BABY ! Its finally over! Congratulations Class

of 09! First my baby girl Bjette, I love u so much;

thank you for dragging me out of bed all those

times lol. Daniel, I wouldn’t have done it with out

you, though you didn't go to school you pushed

me every morning to get up and go. baby I love

you. Ms. Hite, Ms. Brennan, and Ms. Carroll you

supported me and did all you could to get me out

of here with a diploma. Breezy! I love you;please

take care of my brother for me, so many good

times with you. Holla at ya girl!

Andrew Wall
“The Kite Fly’s Highest Against The Wind." Mom, Dad,

Fam, thanks for everything, don’t know where I would be

without you, ILOVERMONT every weekend, CO, UT, CA,

WY, NV, Canada, London, Paris, 18 hour Hilton Head
trips. Soccer. Lax. Pasta D's, Winner Winner Chicken

Dinner, 3 time ACL Champs! Spaghettios, Deleo’s

Barber Shop Lessard ‘Pounds' Nights, Skimmin’

sunsets, Ridin’ Middle. Jim s Basement, That’s Whack-

Donald’s! Cory Conversations, E Sandwich Bonfires.

Concerts All the Girls. “Thanks for the memories even

though they..." Good Luck 09’

Zachary Vierra
It is said that high school is the greatest time of your

life; in my 18 years of life this has been so true. I want

thank everyone for making my 4 years at SHS an

amazing time especially Mom and Auntie Bev for

guiding me along the way, every member of the class

of 2009 for making high school such a joyous

experience, and the Four Jortsmen for being the best

friends I could ever ask for; the Four Jortsmen ride

forever Finally, good luck to everyone with their

experiences after we graduate from SHS Never forget

to believe in yourself because, in the words of Kevin

Garnett, anything is possible.

Tian Tian Wang
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Sarah Knott

Michael Watt Patrick Wiklund
I'll be myself, whoever that is Payson our friendship is

older than the dinosaurs, Taiki my Gears comrade
forever, Murph aka DreamTeam I know you like the back

of my hand, Declan like the butterfly from the cocoon of

a big boy on a trampoline, while I serve some logic for

Rob, collegiate Dave, Alyssa the siren that I will never

forget, the Sandy Neck squad as my backup, and
wrestling to make me feel like a man. Big laughs with

Andrew, Mike, Joe, and Nick in Wing School glory.

Endless fun with my true brother Dwayne. Props to the

family, because my Dad made me smart and my Mom
made me nice

Caroline Warren
For here is where the future lies.” Cait Caroline Emma
Jules Lan Rach Candace, thanks for all the joy you

have brought to my life. Andre Brendan Brian Collin

Jason JP Rob Sam Taiki, thanks for being there for me
Dave, you bring the smile to my face “rain is falling;

come and dance with me" I love you all! Thanks
Brennan&Carafone for all your wisdom FH ALL DAY
Track into the Twilight-thanks Infa Kels&OB for never

letting me give up. Mom&Dad-thanks for all your

support Kate&Cory-Don't be afraid to be different

Class of '09 — “I hope your dreams take you to the

corners of your smiles"

Sean Gallagher
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Dear Class of 2009,

What a wild ride it has been! Whether it was the embarrassments of the numerous homecoming skits,

the smile that comes across each and every girl's face when a prom dress is mentioned, or the very

fashionable Mohawks that are shaved into the victorious canal cup participants each year, every moment
of the past four years will be with us forever.

As class officers, we have taken charge of our path, steering the ship, navigating in the dark and keeping

it steady in choppy waters. Our goal has always been the success of the class: Whether it’s been

decorating for Midnight in Morocco
,
crafting March Madness Week, or coordinating Candy Cane

Grams, we hope we’ve helped to make it smooth sailing through these four years.

To Mr. Shewchuk and Mrs. Clifford: “It well may be, that we will never meet again in this lifetime, so

let me say before we part, ‘so much ofme is made from what I learned from you, you’ll be with me, like

a handprint on my heart, and now whatever way our stories end, just know you have rewritten mine, by

being my friend.’” Thanks for everything; we owe so much to you.

You won’t remember everything from high school, but hopefully what you remember are the moments
that made you smile. Hopefully you’ll remember laughing so hard that you couldn’t breathe. Hopefully

you’ll remember all of your friends and just what they meant to you. Hopefully you’ll wish you could go

back to relive these halcyon days.

And so, as we depart Sandwich High School, at this parting of the ways, we can remember always that

no other class has ever achieved so much in such a short amount of time. For years to come, students

will hear of our legend, created by students of immense caliber, who will never be matched and will be

remembered forever more as the greatest class to pass through these halls. It has been our privilege to

serve as your officers, and we wish you all the best! Good luck class of 09!

Love,

Sarah Moore, Garrett Gowen, Colleen Ryan & Alyssa Caggiano

“This is our time— that while we breathe, we hope. And where we are met with cynicism and doubts

and those who tell us that we can't, we will respond with that timeless creed that sums up the spirit ofa

people: Yes we can! ” ~ Barack Obama
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Dear Seniors,

Weekly meetings, daily texts, and phone calls for four years. The
diligence and persistence that you have is what makes you a class

act. We were very lucky the day you asked us to help your class. We
truly did not know what you wanted to be involve with, but it did not

matter to us! We saw some very ambitious students who wanted to

enjoy their high school years and make them the best they could for

everyone. We must say you did!

Thank you for the honor of sharing the most important four years of

your young adulthood with us. It has been rewarding, fun and

enlightening. Your class is exuberant, humorous, and spirited. We
saw it in everything you did whether it was in sports, academia, club

activities, work, friendships or school functions each one of you adds
your own attributes and together as a class you all shined and
complimented each other! We will always treasure this four year

journey that all of us traveled together.

As our year together comes to an end we reflect quite often on how
each of you have matured into young adults and knowing you are

now moving forward with your lives we will leave you with some
advice; Embrace life, take chances, be honest, stay true to your

heart and never forget who you are!

Congratulations on your successes you should be proud!

Love,

Brandy Clifford & Don Shewchuk

“Always be a first rate version of yourself, instead of a second rate

version of somebody else”

Judy Garland
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Girls Cross Country We
RUN
WIS

TOWN
2008-09 Roster

K. Gelson (C), H. Chase (C),

E. Carroll (C), A. Caggiano, B. Carroll,

A. Lomell, T. Kissell, C. Spink,

J. Borecki, K. Odell, M. Drake,

J. McGrath, R. White, R. Donaghey,

E. Leonardi, C. Kearney, M. Orth,

E. Duffy, L. Duffy, C. Goodrich,

K. Iodice, D. Drake, M. Cahill,

S. Stanley, K. Silverman, M. Gagnon,

S. McGrath, K. Richardson, R. Naylor

Coach: David Mills
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Results

Overall Record: 5-3

Nauset W 19-40

Plymouth North W 28-28

Dennis-Yarmouth L 50-15

Barnstable L 38-23

Sturgis W 15-50

Falmouth W 28-29

Plymouth South W 28-29

Marshfield L 36-20



Boys Cross Country

2008-09 Roster
B. Bailey (C), G. Bailey (C),

G Baldwin, B. Collins, E. Crimmins,

T. Cundif, T. Dumas, S. Ellis, Z. Foley,

S. Fulton, P. Gannet, R. Gibbons,

J. Goins. D. Harrington, Z. Johnson,

G. Jones, J. Joubert, J. Latimer,

J. LeFavor, J. Leonardi,

S. MacDonald, C. Mahoney,

A. Mason, D. Murphy, R. Papapietro,

J. Saucier, Z. Scott. B. Siranosian,

N. St. Pierre, B. Stanton, J. Stanton,

C. Steele, C. Tedford, C. Warren,

M. Watt, B. Dumas, W. Fox, M. Odell

Coach: Steve Infascelli
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Results

Final Record: 6-5

Second in Atlantic Coast League

Sandwich 14 New Bedford 20

Sandwich 10 Hingham 28

Sandwich 20 Whitman Hanson 12

Sandwich 15 Barnstable 7

Sandwich 6 Plymouth South 0

Sandwich 22 Falmouth 14

Sandwich 27 Nauset 0

Sandwich 2

1

Dennis Yarmouth 20

Sandwich 9 Plymouth North 19

Sandwich 0 Marshfield 41

Sandwich 8 Bishop Feehan 11

iaptains:Joe Perry, Pat Conrad, Nick Recker, Mike Meyer
1

it McGrath.Justin Fitzmaurice, Kyle Clifford, Tim Regan, James Roelke, Paul

atalano, Dan McLellan, Ben Downey, Gary Gagnon, Collin McGrath,

like Higgins, Kevin Aldrich, Casey Rutherford. Fernando Harrington ,

rett Henderson, Ryan Cook, Connor Cox, Dylan Miller, Tim Grady,

yan Blake, Mike Rezenes.Tim O’Brien, Jon Barrett, Kyler Corena,

ndrew Mucci. Brendan Millham, Matt Leeman, Sean Marshall, Nick Piazza,

] I ike Richardson, Tyler Bradshaw, Nick Andreotti, Scott McGowan,
ake Sweeney, Dylan Van Drimlin, Derrik Nurse, Tom Branco, John Fitzgerald,

Chris Gallagher. Jason Ripley, Trevor Childs, Ethan Sturm. Kyle Mosher,

jj

uss Herbaugh, Matteo Aluisy, Mike Warnica, A1 Stanton, Adam McDermott,

!l ave Perry, Justin Morris, Alex Kilker, Mat Sculos

(loaches: Bill Luette, Mike Miller, Terry Donovan, Jack Kelleher,

f.eve Heilman, Paul Bradley, Kevin Riley, John Faherty
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Girls Soccer

2008-09 Roster
C. Cabana (C), C. Conena (C), S. Hafferty (C),

K. Baslik, C. Berger, M. Congro, E. Duerr,

A. Gannett, A. Gianakoulis, K. Hunter, A. Lizotte,

C. MacDonald, L. Manganella, M. Moms,
S. Pietryka, M. Reynolds, M. Roughan,

E. Travers, M. Tropp, C. Wall, P. Wilcox

Coach: David DeConto



Results

Overall Record: 4-13-3

Whitman-Hanson L 0-7

Andover T 0-0

Barnstable L 0-2

Marshfield L 1-4

Plymouth North L2-3

Dennis-Yarmouth L 0-2

Nauset T 1-1

Falmouth L 0-3

Marthas Vineyard T 0-0

Plymouth South W 2-0

Marshfield L 0-3

Plymouth North L 0-2

Dennis-Yarmouth L 0-1

Cohasset L 0-3

Nauset W 3-0

Falmouth L 0-2

Plymouth South L 1-3

Marthas Vineyard W 3-0

Barnstable W 1-0

Hingham L 0-1



Boys Soccer

2008-09 Roster

C. LaRocco (C), A. Wall (C), S. Scanlon (C), J. Cotter, B. Fair, K. Flanigan, S. Stuber, M. Crowley, S. Finnerty, C.

Hayes, B. Ing, D. McKieman, A. Scalera, A. Sholi, J. Simkins, B. VanEtta, Z. Cabana, N. Cotter, P. Alvagrena, D.

Donovan, K. VanCleef, D. Heras, J. Doleman

Manager: Dave Bowlin

Coach: Ted Tedeschi

Andrew Wall, Connor LaRocco, Adam Sholi, Andrew Scalera- ACL All Stars
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Kevin Flanigan- ACL
Honorable Mention

Results

Overall Record: 18-2-1

League Record: 1 1 -0-1

Barnstable W 3-2

Marshfield W 1-0

Plymouth North W 5-1

Dennis-Yarmouth W 3-0

Nauset W 2-0

Falmouth W 4-2

Marthas Vineyard W 4-1

Plymouth South W 1-0

Dartmouth L 0-2

Marshfield W 2-1

Plymouth North W 1-0

Dennis-Yarmouth W 3-1

Nauset T 1-1

Falmouth W 3-0

Plymouth South W 5-0

Marthas Vineyard W 3-1

Hingham W 1-0

Barnstable W 4-0

STATETOURNAMENT RESULTS
Natick W 3-0

Weymouth W 2-0

Needham L 2-3 Steve Scanlon- ACL
Honorable Mention

Atlantic Coast League Champions
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Girls Swimming
SL' •; <aL—W’ / 1

2008-09 Roster
N. Cannavo (C), S. Moore (C), C. Ryan (C), J. Toczylowski (C),

L. Clancy, S. Greetham, N. McElhinney, J. Pennington, B. Powers,

K. Simpson, A. Condon, M. Duerr, K. Grady, O. Herndon, M.

McGregor, C. McGuire, J. McMahon, M. O’Brien, K. Payne, T.

Brickley, F. Davis, M. Lanciano, R. Maginnis, K. McCaffrey, T.

Miskovsky, M. Montt, D. Romanelli, B. Rossamando, K. White,

S. Bavelock, M. Clancy, E. Ellis, A. Garrahan, E. Glaser, T.

Jackimowicz, C. Lazarescu, K. Malloy, T. Marshall, S. McBain,

D. McMahon, Q. Murphy, R. O’Connell, J. Richards, J. Ryder, S.

Scott, S. Strauss, C. Tavares, R. Walker, R. Wallace

Coach: Anthony Compton

Results

Overall Record: 7-4

Bishop Stang L 76-99

Natick L 87-97

MountAlvemia W 97-65

Weymouth W 99-89

Marshfield W 96-79

Notre Dame W 88-73

Walpole L 84- 100

Marshfield W 98-83

Fontebonne W 97-85

Boston Latin L 82-99

Fontebonne W 91-89
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The Year in Sports
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Boys Swimming

Results

Overall Record: 11-2

Sandwich 82 Bishop Stang 104

Sandwich 97 Bridgewater-Raynham 4

1

Sandwich 81 BC High 120

Sandwich 98 Xavarian 80

Sandwich 93 Nantucket 78

Sandwich 1 14 Bamsatble 52

Sandwich 90 Nauset 72

Sandwich 87 Taunton 48

Sandwich 90 Sacred Heart 54

Sandwich 43 Coyle Cassidy 34

BCC Confrence Champions

BCC Relay Carnival Champions

Cape Cod Classic Cup Champions
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2008-09 Roster
D. Golden (C), P. Titcomb (C), R. Mazar (C), M. Murphy (C),

G. Bergin, B. Carl, K. Comer, N. Crossman, C. Crowley, T. Cundiff,

M. Drake, A. Dropo, T. Ellis, S. Fulton, P. Gannett, M. Grundman,

F. Harrington, B. Herndon, R. Hill, A. Joubert, J.P, Joubert, T. Kamb,

M. King, T. Fasorsa, P. Manganella, E. Mendes, D. Nurse, J. Ritch,

S. Scott, Z. Scott, B. Stanton, J. Stanton, C. Steele, C. Sykes,

M. Sykes, T. Dennis

muni)

Bay Colony
Conference
Champions
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2008-09 Roster
R. Beilis, N. Burke, M. Cassista, R.

Colombo, E. Dahl, D. Deane, B. Ganley,

R George, M. Harelen, R. Hewins, S.

Kent, P. Long, C. Maul, J. McCombs,

M. O’Connell, C. Patterson, J. Ryan, C.

Spofford, R. Sullivan

Coach: Brent Pearsall
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Results

Overall Record: 15-3

Barnstable W 254-246

Duxbury W 246-253

Martha’s Vineyard W 246-248

Marshfield W 245-248

Martha’s Vineyard W 257-263

Plymouth North W 240-255

Dennis-Yarmouth W 238-255

Nauset L 256-251

Falmouth L 261-259

Plymouth South W 246-263

Duxbury L 253-239

Marshfield W 41.5-30.5

Plymouth North W 281-251

Dennis-Yarmouth W 238-249

Nauset W 251-260

Falmouth W 258-260

Plymouth South W 252-289

Barnstable W 252-253

Atlantic

/
// ^
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A. Jordan (C), S. Sprague (C),

E. Reardon (C), N. Giles, F. Davis,

K. Igo, K. Corey, M. Morrissey,

K. Antonowicz, M. Harden, E. Kent,

S. Doherty

Coach: Marty Cosgrove

2008-09 Roster

Girls Basketball

1}



Results

Overall Record: 9-8

HHHHHP i

Brockton L 40-65

Martha’s Vineyard W 45-41

Whitman-Hanson L 27-51

Plymouth South W 58-56

Plymouth South L 56-58

Bourne L 46-49

Martha’s Vineyard W 53-32

Whitman-Hanson L 37-59

Whitman-Hanson L31-52

Marshfield L 36-52

Plymouth North W 49-22

Dennis-Yarmouth W 55-32

Nauset W 53-44

Plymouth South W 54-48

Marshfield L 47-62

Plymouth North W 67-58

Dennis-Yarmouth W 63-34
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Boys Basketball

2008-09 Roster

J. Perry (C), S. Scanlon (C), N. Recker (C),

J. Fitzmaurice, B. Fair, P. Catalano,

B. Hickey, J. Hendy, A. Stanton, J. Lavallee,

C. Patterson, D. Corey, J. Downes,

M. Meyer, B. Collins

Coach: Mike O'Brien
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Results

Overall Record: 7-7

Martha’s Vineyard

Plymouth South

Carver

Wareham

Martha’s Vineyard

Marshfield

Plymouth North

Dennis-Yarmouth

Nauset

Falmouth

Plymouth South

Barnstable

Marshfield

Dennis-Yarmouth

L 45-56

W 50-30

W 68-51

L 47-73

W 79-75

L 54-77

W 64-47

W 74-64

L 38-62

L 50-59

W 48-46

L 34-57

L 58-66

W 58-51
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Girls Hockey
2008-09 Roster

K. Archambeault, C. Cabana, K. Casey,

B. Clarkson, M. Congro, E. Connolly, A.

Conway, K. Flynn, A. Gannett, M.

Hauck, M. Igo, D. Layo, K. Lescarbeau,

K. Levesque, K. Manchester, N.

McElhinney, A. McElhinney, K. Mclssac,

J. McMahon, K. Noll, M. O’Connell, P.

Stathopoulos, P. Wilcox

Lady Knights

€?

(

I

Results

Overall Record: 7-8

Martha’s Vineyard L 0-5 Duxbury

Falmouth L 0-5 Marshfield

Barnstable L 2-4 Scituate

Whitman-Hanson L 0-2 Hingham

North Quincy W 6-3 Canton

Franklin L 1-3 Westwood

Latin Academy W 2-1 Barnstable

Martha's Vineyard W 6-1

L 1-6

L 0-5

*

Photo Credit: Don Parkinson/The Sandwich Enterprise
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Winter Track
2008-09 Roster

C. Berger, K. Bolton, A. Brophy, L. Budzichowski,

C. Conena, J. Curran, H. Cutler, N. Daly, G. Davis,

L. Gauthier, A. Giannakoulis, B. Gomes, A.

Kangas, D. McMahon, C. Michniewicz, R. Naylor,

E. Riedel, K. Souza, C. Sullivan, E. Travers, M.

Tropp, R. Varjian, C. Warren, J. Aiello, D. Allen, B.

Bailey, G. Bailey, G. Baldwin, K. Clifford, T. Davis,

M. Dienfenford, B. Diemer, B. Dumas, S. Ellis, J.

Goins, A. Grotevant, G. Jones, J. Lefavor, S.

MacDonald, D. Murphy, R. Papapietro, D. Regan,

T. Regan, A. Towey, C. Warren

Coach: Steve Infascelli

diwnti sflpwca
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Boys Hockey
iHOME

2008-09 Roster
S. Gallagher (C), C. Helms (C), R. Colombo (C), C. LaRocco (C), P. Farrington,

C. Dolan, L. McCombs, A. LaRocco, D. Branzetti, S. Valentine, C. Hayes,

C. Brubaker, S. Lessard, D. Farrington, J. Robertson, P. George, S. Kent,

M. Cassista, M. McCombs, T. Colombo, T. MacDonald, T. Flynn, T. O'Brien,

J. McCombs, B. Langan

Coach: Jordan Mohre

Assistant Coach: Thomas O’Connor



Results

Overall Record: 1 1 -4-2

Barnstable W 5-1

Plymouth South W 7-3

Bridgewater-Raynham T2-2

Coyle Cassidy W 4-1

Falmouth W 5-0

Plymouth North W 3-2

Nauset T 1-1

Marshfield T 1-1

Dennis-Yarmouth W 6-0

Nauset W 3-2

Plymouth South W 8-1

Falmouth L 7-3

Marshfield L 5-2

Barnstable W 5-1

Dennis-Yarmouth W 3-2

Plymouth North T 2-2

Bourne W 5-1
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2008-09 Roster
M. Rimer (C), C. Montt (C), M. Watt (C), P. Wiklund (C), S. Cordeiro (C),

T. McDonald, J. Giblin, P. McGrath, J. Saucier, C. McGrath, B. Siranosian,

K. Anderson, M. Aluisy, R. Manasian, P. Sparrow, J. Heyer, B. Ganly,

C. Hamlin, C. Gagnon

Coach: Jerome Fay

Assistant Coaches: Dave Armstrong, Pat Hogan

* S r
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Cheerleading
2008-09 Roster

A. Lamb (C), K. Guest (C), E. Gelinas (C),

T. Azarian, A. Kelly, H. Sadosky, S. Griffin,

K. Johnson, A. Patterson, R. Romanelli, H. Clifford,

B. Morandi, E. Cabral, C. Loud, E. Masson,

M. Rudy, J. Palmer, A. Antoine, T. Hixon

Coach: Collette Lohr
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Field Hockey

2008-09 Roster
E. Riedel (C), C. Michniewicz (C), C. Warren (C), K.

Manchester (C), B. Smith, A.M. Finocchi, K. Comer,

R Stathopolous, K. German, M. Webb, J. Rae, E.

Connolly, B. Souke, A. Holmes, G. Davis, C. Perron,

A. Kangas, I. Ellis, E. Scichilone, E. Kinchla, B. Riedel,

K. Corey, S. Doherty, L. McEntee

Coach: Kelsey Hammond-Beaton
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If you fhinlc you’re gonna
stand in the iuay of our dreams,

We'II dodge around you.

If you fhinlc you're gonna
“lock us from our goal,

We'II drive harder.

'

If you think you're gonna

beat us,

Results

Overall Record: 13-3-4

Barnstable W 4-1

Martha’s Vineyard W 3-1

Plymouth North W 5-0

Dennis-Yarmouth L 0-2

Nauset W 6-0

Falmouth T 0-0

Plymouth South W 5-0

Chatham W 7-0

Marshfield L 0-2

Plymouth North W 2-0

Dennis-Yannouth T 0-0

Nauset W 1-0

Falmouth T 0-0

Barnstable W 1-0

Plymouth South W 2-0

Chatham W 7-0

Martha’s Vineyard T 2-2

Duxbury W 2-1

King Phillip L 0-1



Spring Captains

Boys Lacrosse
Connor LaRocco, Nick Recker,

and Brett Henderson

Girls Tennis
Katherine Crowley

and
Katheryn Maloney

Boys Tennis
Jeff Aiello

and

Luke Martin

Girls Lacrosse
Kelsey Igo and Erin Carroll



Spring Captains

Boys Track
Greg Bailey, Greg

Baldwin, and Brad

Bailey

Baseball
Jimmy Souza and

Joe Perry

Softball

Briana Daley, Nancy Henry and

Amy Jordan

Girls Track
Caroline Conena, Caela Berger,

and Caroline Warren

11



Sailing

Captains:

Dave Golden, Chris Montt,

Payson Titcomb

Ultimate Frisbee
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Juniors
Class of 2010

Class Officers:

President: Jack Stanton

VP: Michaela Hennessey

Treasure: Emily Scicholone

Secretary: Amanda Condon

Advisers:

Owen Hill

Melissa Meara

Kasey Ahern

Brittany Albrizio

Kevin Aldrich

John Allen

Kyle Allison

Matthew Alvarenga

Jessica Andersen

Michelle Anderson

Trevor Anderson

Nicholas Andreotti

Christopher Astrauckas

Katherine Baslik

Meghan Beatty

Jenny Beers

Aimee Bentley

Stephani Berg

John Bess

Paige Bishop

Jeffrey Blanchard

Myles Bonney
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Zachary Cooke

Samuel Cordeiro

Kayla Costin

Evan Crimmins

Matthew Crowley

Matthew Cunningham

Todd Davis II

Daniel Deane

William Degan Rinaldi

Jesse Demeule

Rebecca Donaghey

Molly Donahue

Justin Dooley

Jacob Dorado

Taylor Downey
Delaney Drake

Alex Dropo

Shawna Duchesney

Malory Duerr

Elizabeth Duffy

Lauren Duffy

Madalene Easterbrook

Alexandria Edwards

Sarah Desroches

Bradford Diemer

Kyle Dolbec



India Ellis

Rebecca Ellis

Samuel Ellis

Alexandra Finerty

Sean Finerty

Justin Fitzmaurice

Thomas Flynn

Sarah Foisy

Garreth Foster

Sharon Fowler

Sean Fulton

Danielle Gagnon

Michelle Gagnon

Christopher Gallagher

Anna Gannett

James Giblin

Nicole Giles

Jameson Goins

Gabriella Golfomitsos

Carly Goodrich

Andrea Goulet

Evan Goulet

Kelsie Grady

Vanessa Gregory

Sarah Griffin

Nicolette Grout
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Michael Groves

Arthur Guerra

Kerrin Hanna

Michael Harding

Fernando Harrington

Joshua Hauge

Connor Hayes

John Hendy

Michaela Hennessy

Nancy Henry

Russell Herbaugh

Olivia Herndon

Ronald Hewins

Brian Hickey

Ryan Hill

Julia Hopkins

Gregory Howell

Brian Ing

Kasie Iodice

Alexis Johnson

Amy Johnson

Zachary Johnson

Spencer Jones

Andre Joubert
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Sarah Joyce

Isle Kaiser

Caitlyn Kearney

Richard Kelley III

Daniel Kelliher

Shane Kissell

Shane Kopcak

Zachary Kremer

Amanda Kriehn

Chelsea Kristofferson

Sarah Kristy

Robert Langan

Kirsten Langford

Jason Lefavor

Meghan Lehrer

Elizabeth Leonardi

Katherine Lescarbeau

Stephen MacDonald

Andrew Malcolm

Paul Manganella

Jacquelyn Mantenfel

Kasandra Marchant

Sean Marshall

Lucas Martin

Sarah Masaschi

Luke McCombs
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Adam McDermott

Amy McDonagh
Samantha McGrath

Meghan McGregor

Caitlyn McGuire

David McKiernan

Daniel McLellan

Jessica McMahon
Derek McVay
Eric Mendes

Richard Meyer

Dylan Miller

Brendan Millham

Kathleen Mills

Jaryd Mohre

Justin Mola

Andrew Mucci

Nicholas Murphy

Christopher Newell

Derrik Nurse

Marian O’Brien

Timothy O'Brien
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Dylan Roberts

Kenia Rodrigues

Robert Rudy

Hannah Sadosky

Michael Salyh

Daniel Savoy

James Sayer

Andrew Scalera

Emily Scichilone

Zachary Scott

Joseph Semle

Lacey Shiever

Nidal Sholi

Kristen Silverman

John Simkins

Victoria Simmons

Lorissa Slagle

Dana Slamin

Lauren Snyder

Todd Solari

Brittany Souke

Sarah Sparrow

Shea Stanley

Albert Stanton

John Stanton

Melissa Stocker
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Ethan Sturm

Ellen Sullivan

Emily Sullivan

Michael Sullivan

Cody Tedford

Harrison Waterman

Peregrin Wheelock

Robert Whicher

Sergio Tellez

Jaime Tierney

Patrick Tierney

William Vrountas

Trevor Ward

Scott Warnica

Rebecca White

Tyler Williams

Rachel Wisentaner

Kimberley Wolfe

Mike Yukna

Emily Travers

Sarah Triplett

Rachel Tully

Benjamin Vanetta

Kirsten Vicente
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Sophomores
Class of 2011

Class Officers:

President: Kelly L. Palmatier

VP: Francis Davis

Treasurer: Beau Stanton

Secretary: Alexander Grotevant

Board Members: Lucy Gauthier

and Domenick Lasorsa

Advisers:

Erin Jodoin

Anna Noble

Charles Allen

Chelsea Allen

Matteo Aluisy

Karl Andersen

Kelli Anderson

Abigail Antoine

J. Antonowicz

Jenna Arnowitt

Jonathan Barrett

Ryan Barrette

Jessica Bartel

Amanda Bartram

Matthew Bearup

Trevor Behlman

Richard Beilis

William Belscher

Catherine Bergeron

Matthew Blackmon
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Tess Brickley

Christopher Brown

Brianna Brunelli-Hook

Peter Burger

Connor Byrne

Zachary Cabana

Taylor Cahoon

Sara Cannilla

Liam Cannon

Colleen Carroll

Aiko Carter

Kells Casey

Paul Catalano

Adam Christensen

Taylor Ciliberto

Emma Clancy

Brittany Clarkson

Brooke Clarkson

Shawn Claudio

Heather Clifford

Thomas Colombo

Teagan Bokanovich

Camille Bovat

Danielle Boyajian

Kevin Bradley

Daniel Branzetti



Katherine Corey

Casey Costello

Nicholas Cotter

Emily Cullinan

Helen Cutler

Jack Daly

Kevin Daly

Nicholas Darzenta

Frances Davis

Tyler Dennis

Chloe Ditommaso

Shalynn Doherty

128

Emily Duerr

Trever Dumas
Nicholas Earle

Krystal Edwards

Alexa Elliott

Amy Comlin

Kyler Conena

Megan Congro

Annaleise Conway
Ryan Cook

Christopher Dolan

James Doleman

Ashley Dougherty

Benjamin Downey
Brandon Downey
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Matthew Hall

Caitlin Hanna
Victoria Hanrahan

Ashlee Harding

Philia Henderson

Jill Henry

Crystal Hernandez

Michael Higgins

Tess Hixon

Lindsey Hogan
Ashley Holmes

Mynneka Holmes

Gavin Jones

Sarah Jordan

Erin Joska

Hannah Joyce

Amy Kangas

Margot Keil

Emily Kent

Samuel Kent

Autumn Khazeie

Amber Kidwell

Alex Kilker

Elise Kinchla
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Thomas King

Alicia Kirby

Olivia Klenert

Kara Kosinski

Meaghan Koudelka

Hailey Loonan

Caitlin Loud

Hannah Lowman

Thomas MacDonald

Jasmine Maclnnes-Barker

Rachel Maginnis

Mat Manasian

Ryan Manasian

Kevin Laughlin

Matthew Leeman
Lauren Lenk

Joshua Leonardi

Stephen Lessard

Alexander La Rocco

Kristen Lambrich

Monica Lanciano

Domenick Lasorsa

Jeffrey Latimer

Christopher Lilly

Matthew Liset

Patrick Long



Mary Manganella

Zachary Mangelson

Alexandra Maragozakis

Kenzie McCaffrey

Jacob McCombs
Kellie McGann

Michael McGinty

Sean McGonagle

Scott McGowan
Collin McGrath

Patrick McGrath

Matthew McKenna
Ryann McMorrow

Christopher McNamara

Kaitlin Meiss

Emily Mello

Zain Mian

Ryan Mills

Natasha Miskovsky

Margaret Mondou
Melanie Montt

Nicole Moore
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Ryan Morin

Juliette Moroney
Justin Morris

Kyle Mosher

Evelyn Mucci

Eric Mueller

Dana Murphy

Elana Neal

Sarah Netto

Jennifer O'Brien

Taylor O'Brien

Jonathan O'Grady

Mark Odell

Kelly Palmatier

Lauren Pavao
Amanda Pederzani

Connor Peltier

Robert Perkins

Blake Petipas

Kevin Phan
Sharon Pietryka

Taylor Poloway

Cody Pratt

Christian Raymond
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John Renfrew III

Kelly Richardson

Rebecca Riedel

Katie Rose Ritchie

Megan Robicheau

James Roellke

Drew Romanelli

Molly Roughan

Lindsey Rutherford

John Ryan

Patrick Santosusso

Jonathon Saucier

Matthew Sculos

Mariah Silva

Mariah Silva

Benjamin Siranosian

Rebecca Slamin

Briana Smith

Bryce Smith

Katelynn Smith

Katelynn Smith

Paul Sparrow

Beau Stanton

Paige Stathopoulos

Christopher Steele

Chelsea Stenstrom
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Freshmen
Class of 2012

Class Officers:

President: Molly Morris

VP: Clavton Maul

Treasurer: Dylan Allen

Secretary: Madeline Reynolds

Adviser:

Candice Hunt

Christopher Dumas

David Allen

Dylan Allen

Peter Alvarenga

John Amaral

Stephanie Andersen

Alyssa Anderson

Ryan Anderson

Catherine Archambeault

Grady Arnao

Alexandra Austin

Lindsey Baker

Catherine Balboni

Alyssa Barr

Ciara Barrigas

Grace Barter

Samantha Bavelock

Grady Bergin

Elizabeth Boesse

Brianna Bourque

James Bousfield
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Daniel Branco

Rachel Brewster

Patrick Brides

Emily Briggs

Adam Brophy

Aimee Brophy

Krista Brown

James Bryant

Lauren Budzichowski

Christopher Burns

Alyssa Buttrick

Alexandra Caggiano

Brenden Caldeira

Jacob Campbell

John Cannavo

Brendan Carl

Danielle Cassista

Cole Cataneo-Ryan

Ashley Chace

Olivia Christian

Benjamin Clabault

Megan Clancy

Molly Cobb

Mikaela Colameco

Bradford Collins

Kellen Comer
Erila Corbiere

Timothy Corsini
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Julia Cosgrove

Johnny Cotter

Gaven Cox
Timothy Cox
Jake Crosby

Nicholaus Crossman

Christopher Crowley

Thomas Cundiff

Jessica Curran

Teele Currier

Brianna Dalo

Nicole Daly

Hannah Davies

Grace Davis

Shawn Deane

Jordan Debettencourt

Thomas Decoste

Courtney Diamond
Michael Diefendorf

Sarah Diemer

Elizabeth Doleman

Dallas Donovan

Matthew Dorado

Tyler Dower
Joshua Downes

Harrington Drake

Cassidy Early
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Emma Ellis

Stephanie Esmond
David Evans

Jamie Felix

Maranda Fernald

Robert Finerty

Samantha Finerty

Sophia Finocchi

Kaarina Firmin

Emma Fitzpatrick

Connor Flannery

Alexandra Flood

Kelly Flynn

Evan Foster

Haley Fournier

Alexa Franco

Charles Gagnon

Lauren Gallagher

Benjamin Ganley

Paul Gannett

Abigail Garrahan

Misty Giles

Nicole Gilooly

Erika Glaser

Hannah Gnong
Brianna Golden

Eva Golden

Bethany Gomes
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Thomas Grady

Alana Graves

Kayla Grosso

Danielle Grout

Mary Grundman

Luke Guillemette

Jared Gustafson

Samantha Hagenstein

Sarah Haggerty

Cody Hamblin

Amelia Hamilton

Peter Hanlon

Gretchen Hanson

Meaghan Harden

Christian Hassler

Madison Hauck

Daniel Hawkins

Austin Haygood

Kyle Hein

Jason Hendy

Samuel Hennessy

Dino Heras

Joseph Herbaugh

Benjamin Herndon

Jason Heyer

Brenna Hines

Tara Hoenings

Tyler Holmes
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Katelyn Houlihan

Andrew Howells

Bradford Howes

Michaela Igo

Nicole Iodice

Taylor Jaekimowicz

Alexander Jackson

Bryan Jenkins

Matthew Johnson

Isabella Junqueira

Robert Kamb III

Elizabeth Kelly

Taylor Kielczewski

Rachel Labarre

Connor Lamb

Courtney Langford

Matthew Larson

Dana Layo

Caitlyn Lazarescu

Cody Leary

Chelsey Lehmann
Daryan Lemire

Jill Leonard

Jacob Leonardi

Michael Lerch

Brendan Levangie

Kristen Levesque

Allison Lizotte

Colleen Lyons

Mariah MacKenzie
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Jacob MacOne
Stephanie Maher

Kylie Malloy

Amber Mann

Matthew Mantenfel

Taylor Marshall

Taylor Marshall

Timothy Martin

Justin Martinez

Adam Mason
Emma Masson

Clayton Maul

Shannon McBain
Jack McCarthy

Alyssa McCracken

Paul McCusker

Jalen McDonald

Jennifer McDonald

Ashley McElhinney

Matthew McGee
Ty McGrath

Diana McMahon

Connor McNamara
Thomas Mello

Jessica Meyer

Dennis Mills

Rachel Minghella
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Alexis Molina

Sean Moore

Molly Morris

Catherine Morrison

Lucas Mullin

Quinn Murphy

Liam Naples

Rachal Naylor

Olivia Nelson

Kaylin Nickerson

Rachel Noonan

Lloyd O'Brien

Timothy O’Brien

Megan O'Connell

Reilly O'Connell

Caitlyn O'Conor

Kaitlyn O'Conor

Katherine Oliver

Robert Papapietro

Abigail Patterson

Mara Payne

Sarah Perras

Alyssa Perry

Jessica Petty

Spencer Pietryka

Kimberly Pina
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Jamieson Richards

Joseph Robertson

Kurt Robinson

John Rudowski

Nathaniel Russell

Robert Ruth

Julia Ryder

Elisabeth Sanford

Mark Santosuosso

Samuel Scott

Shelby Scott

Nicholas Shadan

Tatiana Shewchuk

Samer Sholi

Desirae Silva

Elizabeth Simkins

Anastasia Sivco

John Slowey

Kayla Souza

Tyler Spain

Jeanne Speroni

Susan Sprague

Zachary Sprague

Alysa Poillucci

Jennifer Pratka

Andrew Rambur
David Regan

Madeleine Reynolds

r
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Nicholas St Pierre

Kenneth Stanley

Patrick Steemson

Samuel Stella

Samantha Strauss

Brian Sullivan

Joseph Sullivan

Myles Sykes

Jennie Taddia

Carli Tallia

Ceara Tavares

Sydney Tedford

Kayla Thierwechter

Rachel Thomas
Rebecca Tompkins

Mikhaela Tropp

Natasha Tsoleridis

Anthony Tully

Kyle Van Cleef

Zachary Vaughn

Shauna Wahle

Rachel Walker

Rose Wallace

Cory Warren

Abigail Weber

Ashley Whelan

Liam White

Emily Wojnar

Andrew Wolf

David Wolf
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Student Council

Student Advisory Council

L. O’Brien, L. Cannon,

P. Wiklund, C. Warren, M. Murphy
J. Mantenfel, S. Kristy, R. Hill,

M. Yukna, K. Silverman, F. Davis,

K. Simpson, T. Simmons, N. Bova

J. Stanton, D. Drake, M. Beatty,

C. Dolan, S. Greetham,

R. O’Connell, J. Leonardi,

J. Leonardi, J. Rae,

C. Michniewicz, L. Gathier,

M. O’Connell, E. Glaser,

L. Gallagher, C. Tavares, J. Curran

S. Bavelock, G. Young, K. Penny,

C. Bovat, E. Scichilone,

S. MacDonald, P. Titcomb,

C. Kearney

C. Emery, K. Meiss,

T. Simmons, K. Simpson
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1

A. Bennett, C. Briggs,

B. Carroll, H. Celeste,

G. Gagnon, K. German,

J. Gibbs, K. Hampton,

D. Heras, B. Hopkins, A. Kelly,

K. Manchester, R. Mazar,

C. Patterson, K. Ricci,

C. Spink, S. Sprague,

P. Titcomb

P.A.L.S
K. Ahern, A. Bentley,

A. Caggiano, M. Cahill,

A. Coughlin, D. Drake,

M. Duerr, A. Guerra, J. Giblin,

M. Hennessy, K. lodice,

C. Kearney, M. King,

P Manganella, J. Mohre,

K. Payne, L. Petty, D. Ripley,

E. Scichilone, K. Simpson,

C. Sullivan

1
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Leadership Team

Peer Mediation

T. Allison, T. Azarian, C. Berger, J.

Borecki, M. Breslin, C. Cabana, A.

Caggiano, N. Cannavo, B. Carroll, E

Carroll, E. Clancy, K. Clifford, R. Colombo,

C. Conena, A. Connelly, K. Crowley, J.

Demers, H. Dunn, S. Faherty, P. Fraser, K
Gelson, K. German, H. Gonneville, G.

Gowen, S. Greetham, K. Guest, M. Hart,

A. Jordan, A. Lamb, C. LaRocco, C,

MacDonald, T. Magyar, A. Manatis-Lornell

K. Manchester, R. Mazar, L. McEntee, J.

McGrath, J. McManus, S. Moore, K. Noll,

L. O'Brien, K. Odell, T. O'Leary, A. Osella,

M. Papapietro, J. Pennington, B. Powers,

S. Robicheau, C. Ryan, S. Scanlon, K.

Simpson, J. Souza, S. Stuber, P Titcomb,

C. Valentine, R. Varjian, A. Wall, C.

Warren, M. Alvarenga, K.Baslik, M.

Beatty, J. Beers, N. Bovat, M. Cahill, A.

Condon, E. Connolly, B. Diemer, R.

Donaghey, J. Dorado, D Drake, A. Dropo

E. Duffy, L. Duffy, I. Ellis, C. Gallagher, A.

Gannett, K. Hanna, F. Harrington, C.

Hayes, M. Hennessey, O. Herndon, B.

Ing, K. lodice, Z. Johnson, A, Joubert, C.

Kearney, S. Kristy, L. Leonardi, K.

Lescarbeau, S. McDonald, C. McGuire, A
Malcolm, J. Mantenfel, L. Martin, J.

McMahon, E. Medes, K. Mills, J. Mohre, M
O’Brien, K. Payne, K. Powers, J. Rae, T.

Regan, M. Rezendes, E. Scichilone, A.

Sholi, K. Silverman, T. Simmons, S.

Stanley, J. Stanton, A. Stanton, E.

Travers, S. Triplett, B. VanEtta, B. Souke

C. Perron, M. Lehrer, K. Anderson, A.

Antoine, M. Bearup, T. Behlman, C.

Bergeron, T. Bokanovich, T. Brickley, C.

Brown, C. Byrne, T. Ciliberto, E. Clancy,

B. Clarkson, B. Clarkson, H. Clifford, E.

Cullinan, K. Daly, F Davis, S. Doherty, C.

Dolan, A. Elliott, A. Esborn, P. Farrington,

J. Field, J. Fitzgerald, K. Fox, W. Fox, L.

Gauthier, A. Giannakoulis, R. Gibbons, C.

Gibbs, O. Goddard, D Green, A.

Grotevant, C. Hanna. P. Henderson, T.

Hixon, G. Jones, H. Joyce, A. Kangas, E.

Kinchla, O. Klenert, K. Kosinski, M.

Koudelka, K. Lambrich, A. LaRocco, D.

Lasorsa, J. Leonardi, P. Long, H.

Lowman, T. MacDonald, K. McGann, S.

McGowan, C. McGrath, C. McNamara, K.

Meiss, N. Miskovsky, M. Mondou, M.

Montt, M. Odell, K. Palmatier, S. Pietryka,

R. Riedel, K. Ritchie, D. Romanelli, B

Rossamando, J. Ryan, M. Silva, M. Silva, I

B. Siranosian, B. Smith, B, Stanton, P.

Stathopoulos, C. Sullivan, J. Sundman, J.

Sweeney, M. Tibberts, A. Towey, A.

Tropea, L. Villa, C. Wall, M. Webb, K

White, P Wilcox, G. Young
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J. Aiello, T. Azarian, A. Caggiano,

N. Cannavo, B. Carroll, E. Caroll,

K. Clifford, R. Colombo,

C. Conena, B. Daley, J. Demers,

H. Dunn, C. Emery, P. Fraser,

D. Golden, H. Gonneville,

G. Gowen, B. Henderson,

L. Hickey, A. Jordan, K. Jumper,

P. Jumper, A. Lamb, T. Lasorsa,

C. MacDonald, T. Magyar,

A. Mantis-Lornel, N. McElhinney,

J. McGrath, K. Mclsaac,

C. Michniewicz, G. Monfette,

S. Moore, M. Murphy, K. Odell,

T. O’Leary, A. Osella,

M. Palazzolo, M. Papapietro,

B. Powers, N. Recker, K. Rielly,

K. Simpson, J. Souza, C. Sykes,

C. Valentine, Z. Vierra, A. Wall

National Honor Society

National Art Honor Society
T. Azarian, B. Bailey, G. Bailey,

E. Blaydes, N. Bousquet,

N. Bovat, C. Briggs, D. Drake,

M. Drake, S. Greetham,

S. Jones, I. Keijser, Z. Kremer,

K. Manchester, J. Mohre,

K. Simpson. T. Wang,
R. Wisentaner
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International Studies
L. Hickey, K. Jumper, P.

Jumper, J. Stanton, C. Sykes,

T. Ellis, R. Hill, J. Fergher, B.

Diemer, B. O’Leary, J.

McManus, J. Aiello, N. Bovat,

M. Salyh, K. Fitzgerald, M.

Johnson, L. Henderson, C. Teft,

C. Emery, B. Steele, P.

Gannett, R. Ruth, R. Walker, E.

Duffy, L. Duffy, S. Petryka, S,

Triplett, R. Duffany, C. Dolan, K.

Silverman, J. Macone, O.

Goddard, S. Bavelock, T.

Ciliberto, M. McGregor, H.

Cutler, B, Barnaby, B.

Sironosion, T, Barrette, E.

Wershet, O. Nelson, D. Murphy,

T. DeCoste, D. Laol, C. Lyons,

M. Wors, K. Stanley, H. Dunn,

M. Papapietro, N. Crossman,

M. Clancy, C. Steele, N. Gambaro, A. Condon, B. Gravele, B. Stanton, K. Levinson, C. Mahoney, M, Cronin, P. Tierney, E.

Christensen, Z. Farmer, D. Drake, M. Jonhson, G. Jones, T. Ward, N. Bousquet, W. Vrontas, M. Yukna, E. Travers, S.

Hennessey, E. Crimmins, R. Barrette, C. Valentine, J. Mantenfel, K. Anderson, T. Simmons, C. Warren, K. Brown, H. Drake, E.

Mendes, A. Grotevant, B. Canley, G. Young, K. Comer, C. McGrath, M. Silva, J. Sullivan, D, Layl, T. Marshall, K. Odell, D. Silva,

T. Corsini, J. Leonardi, T. Solari, D. Allen, M. Liset, J. Dorado, T. Cam, R. Brewster, K. Houlihan, K. Meiss, G. Arnao

Philosophy Club
H. Cutler, M. Drake, K. Odell,

J. Mohre, B. Barnaby, H. Dunn,

N. Bousquet, R. Ruth,

T. Magyar, S. Jones, C, Emery,

C. Steele, M. Liset, M. Salyh,

R. Duffany, P. Wiklund,

R. Brackett, M. Palazzolo,

T. Ellis, T. Lasorsa, R. Barrette
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Knights Theater Company
Andreotti, A. Bahrawy, C.

Balboni, R. Barrette, M.

Beatty, J. Beers, T.

Bokanovich, C. Bovat, R.

Brewster, L. Budzichowski,

A. Buttrick, A. Caggiano, A.

Caggiano, V. Cannilla, O.

Christian, D. Christiani, M.

Clancy, H. Clifford, K.

Comer, A. Conway, K.

Costin, J. Coughlin, T. Cox,

E. Crimmins, M. Cronin, J.

Curran, T. Currier, D. Diemer,

S. Diemer, J. Dorado, D.

Drake, H. Drake, E. Duerr,

V. Earle, T. Ellis, C. Emery,

A. Esborn, A. Finocchi, K.

Firmin, K. Fitzgerald, E.

Fitzpatrick, A. Gagnon, R.

Gallerani, N. Gambara, O.

Goddard, G. Gowen, M. Grundman, S. Haggerty, G. Henson, J. Hayes, M. Hennessey, S. Hennessey, R. Hill, K. Houlihan, M.

Keil, L. Lenk, L. Leonardi, M. Liset, C. Lyons, M. MacKenzie, R. Maginnis, S. Maher, P. Manganella, T. Marshall, R. Maxim, J.

McDonald, C. McGuire, K. Mclsaac, J. McManus, C. McNamara, K. Mills, R. Minghella, M. Montt, O. Nelson, T. O’Leary, R.

Papapietro, J. Pasquale, J. Pennington, S. Perras, S. Ramos, A. Roy, R. Rudy, C. Ryan, D. Silva, M. Silva, S. Sivco, B.

Stanton, C. Steele, C. Sullivan, D. Svirsky, R. Thomas, S. Triplett, A. Tropea, C. Warren, J. Watson, M. Yukna
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Amnesty International

N. Bovat, J. Mohre, J. Dorado,

M. Grundman, J. Pratka,

J. Curran, P. Tierney, S. Jones,

N. Bousquet, M. Clancy,

E. Khazeie, S. Afshari,

T. Magyar, C. Montt, D. Drake

Key Club
J. Aiello, T. Azarian, H. Chase,

T. Ciliberto, E. Clancy, P. Collins,

A. Condon, C. Dolan, J. Dorado,

D. Drake, E. Duffy, L. Duffy,

D. Golden, A. Goulet, S. Greetham,

J. Hayes, A. Kangas,

K. Lescarbeau, K. McGann,

D. McKiernan, G. Monfette,

K. Silverman, K. Simpson,

B. Steele, K. White, Z. Vierra
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Outdoor Club
Co- Presidents

M. Silva

O. Goddard

Vice-Presidents

K. Fitzgerald

A. Brophy

Secretaries

E. Corbiere

C. Sullivan

Treasury Staff

K. Brown

G. Hanson

K. Nickerson

Program Committee Chair

C. Hassler

M. Hennessy, C.Tedford,

J. Mantenfel, R. Barrette,

L. Duffy, E. Travers,

C. Kearney, S. Kristy,

K. Payne, C. Emery,

A. Condon, E. Duffy,

T. Kamb, N. Daly, M. Beatty,

J. Rae, C. McGuire,

A. Coughlin, K. Silverman,

T. Magyar, K. Levesque,

K. Lescarbeau, M. Duerr,

B. Stanton

Roots & Shoots
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Chorus

Style

S. Ahmad, J. Arnowitt, J. Bartel,

L. Beach, J. Beers, P. Bishop,

L. Budzichowski, K. Costin,

E. Cullinan, T. Currier, T. Downey,

V. Earle, K. Firmin, A. Gagnon,

M. Giles, V. Hanrahan, L. Hogan,

A. Johnson, O. Klenert,

C. Kristofferson, R. Labarre,

M. Mackenzie, S. Maher,

K. Malloy, M. McGregor, E. Mello,

M. Montt, M. Orth, K. Prince,

H. Rafiq, I. Rafiq, R. Riedel,

E. Rindfuss, A. Roy,

L. Rutherford, L. Shiever, D. Silva,

M. Silva, J. Sullivan, J. Sundman,

K. Tompkins, R. Tompkins

K. Ahern, J, Beers, K. Costin, E. '

Cullinan, M. Drake, E. Golden,

A. Lamb, A. McDonagh, K. Mills,

A. Roy, M. Silva, C. Teft
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Jazz Band
G. Jones, E. Goulet, E. Ellis,

B. Siranosian, C. Warren,

L. Petty, G. Cox, H. Drake,

E. Riedel, S. Ellis, P. Gannett,

J. Lefavor, Z. Scott, A. Gannett,

L. Martin, S. McGonagle,

D. Golden, T. Dennis,

R. Walker, B. Carl, J. McManus

Concert Band
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C. Balboni, A. Bentley,

M Blackmon, K. Comer, G. Cox, N.

Crossman, J. Curran,

H. Cutler, J Daly, J. Demers,

H Drake, M. Drake,

E Ellis, A. Esborn, J. Field,

P. Gannett, L. Gelinas,

O. Goddard, J. Goins, D Golden,

N. Gorrasi, E. Goulet,

V. Gregory, J. Grigorenko,

P Hanlon, C. Hassler,

M. Johnson, G. Jones,

T. Kiekzewski, J. Lefavor,

M. Liset, S. McGonagle,

C. Michniewicz,

R. Papapietro, L. Petty,

J. Saucier, S. Scott,

T. Shewchuk, B Siranosian,

B. Sullivan, C. Sullivan,

R. Walker, M. Warnica,

S. Warnica, C. Warren,

C. Warren
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French Club
J. Anderson, B. Borque,

C. Conena, C. Emery,

S. Faherty, P. Fraser,

H. Gonneville, K. Lescarbeau,

T. Magyar, J. McGrath,

C. McGuire, O. Nelson,

M. O’Brien, K. Odell, B. Powers

Math Team
T. Simmons, K. Jumper,

P. Jumper, L. Martin,

K. Lescarbeau, E. Caroll,

A, Kelly, B. Carroll,

A. Caggiano, F Harrington,

J. Mantenfel, K. Brown
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Book Club
A. Manatis-Lornell, T. Magyar,

C. Montt, C. Warrem, A.

Kelly, B. Carroll, E. Caroll,

T. Azarian, C. Conena,

M. Clancy, J. Curran,

R. Brewster

Ski Club
A. Joubert, M. Beatty,

C. Steele, C. Warren



Lancer 2009
Farewell, Good Bye, Thank you.

Twenty-five years from now, when your children pick up this book, and
ask you about your time at Sandwich High School, you will flip through

the pages, laugh at the hairstyles, and the clothes, and remember your
friends, your activities, your teachers, and this place. When you do,

think of these classmates, who dedicated a great deal of time,

thought, and genuinely hard work to make this book a reality.

Many thanks, too, to all the photographers, student and professional,

who provided the thousands of photos from which we chose.

This list doesn't begin to credit them all:

Caroline Warren, Steph Afshari, Sports Parents, Delaney Drake,

Emily Khazaie, the Journalism I students.

Senior Activities Editor

Thomas Lasorsa
Sections Editor

Kacie Ricci

j, •
.<**'*•

Underclassmen:
Kate Simpson

Senior Portraits:

Chloe Emery
and Meg Hart

Business Manager
Meg Hart
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Messages
from Our Families

and Friends

Hey Munch-- Even at 3 1/2,

you just had to wear
makeup. Now, you never
leave the house without your
makeup, but it's on perfectly

these days. It's been such an

awesome experience
watching you grow up from
this tiny little baby to this

beautiful young woman the

world gets to see today. Dad
and I both love you, and we
are so proud of you.

Congratulations, Jen. You're

going to go so many places

in life, with your intelligence

and talent.

Love, Dad and Mommy

"Two roads diverged in a yellow wood
, and

I — I took the one less traveled by, and
that has made all the difference.

"

-- Robert Frost

Chloe -

Every day
we are

taken by
your love of

learning and
of life. We
love you and
are so proud
of you I

-Mum & Rich

Congratulations,

Hilary!

We are so proud of

you.

Dad, Mom &
Alyssa

Brandt

Congratulations!

My brave boy, my son.

You are so loved.
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It's been a great ride
,
boys!

Love, The Murphys

Congratulations, Daniel

!

You were very funny and cute when

you were small.

That never changed as you grew so

tall.

Now, you’re handsome and smart,

generous, and kind.

And you still make us laugh all the

time!

We are SO very proud of you!

God Bless You!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Bri, Katie, and James

May the sun shine, all the day long,

everything go right, and nothing wrong.

May those you love bring love back to you

and may all the wishes you wish come true.

Well done, Emma Rose, we love you!

Mom, Dad, Becky’ & Jackson

Dearest Jamie, you have grown so fast. We are so

proud ofyou, and realize it hasn’t been easy, but you

did it. We never doubted you fora minute. Always

remember, when you believe in your dreams they can

carry you to the stars! We love you so much. We wish

you love, happiness, and success. Good luck

in everythingyou do. Congratulations!

Love Always,

Mom, Bob, and Dad

A one liner when we need it,

A tee shirt says it all.

A thinker and a comic.

With a personality not so small.

You've overcome a lot

In your youthful eighteen years.

And succeeded all the way.

Despite the blood, sweat, and tears.

A young man with a gright future,

And the whole world to see.

You make us all so proud.

And not it’s your time to fly, Robby.

Fortune favors the brave.

Love, Mom, Alicia & Troy

Avery,

“Wonder is the

beginning ofwisdom.”

There are many

amazing experiences

in your future.

Embrace them all.

Love you so much,

MaMa, Gaga &
Papa
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Colleen,

How you have made us smile! It has been such fun

watchingyou grow. . . many wonderful memories

and many more to make! We are so proud ofyou.

Love always,

Mom, Dad Courtney, and John

“... and ifyou get the choice to sit it out or dance,

I hope you dance!”

Our Thomas,
You have been so many places

But have so many more to explore!

From this crossroad, find all of those new places

Knowing that our love and pride go with you!

Live Your Dreams!

Congratulations and Good Job!

Love,

Dad, Mom, Domenick and Baylen

Congratulations to the Class of 2009

Remember your roots— and the sand in your shoes.

Bud and Tricia Schermerhorn
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Ryan,

Congratulations on your graduation!

It is one of many milestones to come.

We are so very proud of you and your accomplishments.

And the wonderful person you have become.

Dare to dream and dare to live your dreams.

Use your talents, your perspective, your creativity,

You can make a difference.

Believe in yourself and always be true to yourself.

We have so much fun with you,

And will miss you dearly when you are not here everyday.

But exciting things await, challenge and enjoy yourself.

And know that we are always here for you.

We love you,

Mom, Dad, Rob and Reed

xoxoxoxox

Julianne,

Having a daughter

like you to love is a

special blessing. You

bring so much joy to

our lives, and fill our

hearts with great

pride.

Love you forever,

Mom, Dad, and

Michael

Congratulations, Brie!

A daughter is the happy

memories of the past, the

joyful moments of the

present, and the hope and

promise of thefuture.

Love,

Mom

Nicole,

We are so happyfor

you, so proud ofyou,

and love you so very

much! You will

always be our little

girl, but we 've

enjoyed watching

you grow into a

beautiful, strong,

kind, determined,

amazing young

woman. Thanks for

being such a

wonderful daughter

and sister.

We hope the last 18

years on Cape Cod

have beenfun and rewarding. Now it is time to spreadyour

wings andfollow your dreams. Time to turn the page, and

begin a new and exciting chapter in your life. Always

remember where your roots are, and where you 'll always be

cherished the most. Wishing you all the love, good health, and

happiness in the world.

Congratulations to you;

God Bless you and the Class of2009!

Love Always,

Mom, Dad, Shannon, Ashley, and Tara
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Our little “Bri-Guy’Ms all grown up!

Tall, smart, handsome and, oh yes, fashionable ! !

!

We’re very proud ofyou, Brian.

Love,

Mom, Dad & the Boys

Dear Latvian,

We hope your dreams take you to the corners ofyour

smiles, to the highest ofyour hopes, to the windows

ofy our opportunities, and to the most special places

your heart has ever known.

We love you

Mum, Dad and Lindsey

Dear Mathieu,

May God give you

the strength and determination

to follow your dream.

We Believe...

Love, Mom,Ian, Dina, and Devin

xxxxoooo
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"For I know

the plans I have for you,

Plans to prosper you

And not to harm you,

Plans to give you hope

and a future
"

Jeremiah 29:11

Holly,

From the moment you took

your first breath, yoo sto/e oor
hearts and changed our lives

forever. You were an answer
to our prayers. Even on days
when our worlds collide and
you may feel tempted to feel

otherwise, /mow that our love

for you is strong and sure.

We are so proud of you.

Congratulations, Holly Girl!

We love you so very much.
Love,

Mom and Dad
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"Love all, trust few, do wrong to no one .

"

-- William Shakespeare

Jackie,

Sing your heart out! We are so proud!

Love Always,

Mom & Dad

Gregory
Our dreams for you

are countless
Our pride in you
is boundless...

And
Our love for you

is endless...

Congratulations on a job
very well done!

We love you infinitely.

Mom and Dad

Congratulations Nick! Thank you for all the
MEMORIES....THE TIMES YOU MADE US LAUGH, THE TIMES
YOU MADE US CHEER, AND THE TIMES YOU MADE US CRY.
YOU HAVE WORKED SO HARD TO GET TO WHERE YOU ARE
TODAY AND YOU SHOULD BE SO PROUD OF YOURSELF.
Always Remember....“Show class, have pride,

AND DISPLAY CHARACTER. IF YOU DO, WINNING TAKES
CARE OF ITSELF.”

nr. i;i<: ....11kty -twon:

But Nick “What if the Hokey Pokey really IS what
it’s all about?”

Love Mom, Dad, Jackie, & Joe
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Our deepestfear is not that

we are inadequate. Our
deepestfear is that we are

po'werfuCbeyondmeasure . . .

Marianne Williamson

Congratulations, Cory!!!

You’ve got the power to do

great things!

We Cove you!

TiacC, Mom, tbfaCey & ‘Ah(ry

Congratulation, Sara!

You have made us

so proud, so often.

With your
dedication and
confidence,

success will follow.

All our love,

Mom, Dad & Megan

Nathan
Hooray!

!

Have a dream,
make a plan,

and make it come true!

I love you.

Forever & always,

Mom & Nick

Jimmy,

I

Keep making us smile;

it's a priceless gift!•
•V - *

' Remember the good
times, follow your
dreams, and know that

^ p
the best is yet to come.
We are so proud!

James C. Andreotti Love, Dad, Mom, Nick, &
May 7, 1990 9 Pounds

Cassie

Success

To laugh often and much;

To win the respect of intelligent people

and the affection of children;

To earn the appreciation of honest critics

and endure the betrayal offalse friends;

To appreciate beauty, to find the best in others;

To leave the world a bit better, whether by a

healthy child, a garden patch,

or a redeemed social condition;

To know even one life has breathed easier

because you have lived.

This is to have succeeded.

I know that you will achieve all this and more!

I am so proud ofyou. Erin!

Love, Mom

Way to go, Kay !

Wherever you go,

whatever you do,

know that

we are always behind you.

Congratulations!

Love, Mom, Don, Tyler, and Nathan
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Congratulations Greg and Brad!

We wish you success and happiness as you

go forward in your lives —

together and as individuals. Thank you for

making our jobs as parents such a joy!

Love, Mom and Dad

Nice Job, Alex Bahrawy!!!

You are a wonderful young man,
full of life, promise, and love.

Follow your dreams, and be confident

that you can achieve them.
We love you very much.

Dad & Donna

Elizabeth,

Congratulations on all that you have

accomplished. I’m so proud of you,

and it has been such an honor

watching you grow into such a

beautiful, bright, and compassionate

young woman.

I’m looking forward to the next

chapter.

“I LOVE YOU TO THE MOON
AND BACK AGAIN FOR

ETERNITY!”

LOVE MOM
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To Jeff...our superhero...

You CAN change the world!

We love you!

Mom, Dad, Erin and Sneakers

Dearest ^heila,

We wisn you lots of love

and laughter in all your future

adventures! We are so proud

of you and blessed to have

l\o u in our lives!

Love,

Dad, Mom, Maggie, & [_ucij

Samantha
You gave up the comfort of

your binky tong ago; now it

is time for you to give up
the comfort of the life you
have known for the past 18
years. Be excited as you
begin this new chapter in

your life. Have faith in

yourself, and be proud of

who you are... we are. We
will always be here for you.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Michael, Matthew
& Zachary

Kelly,

You have all the ingredients for a successful

future.

Look into your heart,

and the sky is yours!

xxxooo

Dad, Mom, Bryan & Becky

Congrtulations,

Brie!

A daughter is the

happy memories of

the past, the joyful

moments of the

present, and the

hope and promise
of the future.

Love,

Mom

Maria,

We are so proud of you. You
are a wonderful daughter
and big sister. Remember to

believe in yourself, to work
hard, and to do your very

best. There is nothing you
can't do! Cod bless you
always.

We love you,

Dad, Mom, Robbie, and Joey
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Congratulations, Hannah !

We are very proud of all your

accomplishments.

We love you!

Keep following your Dreams.

Mom, Dad, Hilary & Zachary

Congratulations Geritt!!

You are our gift from God.
You have brought joy to our home and love to our

hearts!

We are so very proud of you!! As you follow your
dreams,

remember who you belong to... We love you so,

Dad, Mom, Arianna, & Connor

Lindsey

,

Since you were born, you have been such a beautiful addition to our family. Now that you are growing up, we see that

you are such a beautiful addition to the world. We are so proud of you. We love you every minute, of every day,

and then some. Congratulations, Sweetie!

Love and Happiness Always,

Mom, Dad, Nick, Tina, and Bubble
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Congratulations, Tori!!

Sters, Ham and Meg
These faces remind me of who you once were and still are. For the past 10 years,

you've had some of the best experiences of your lives.We are so proud of the young
women you all have become!

All our love forever, Mama, Daddy, and Shane

Remember there are no mistkes, only lessons; love yourselves, trust your choices, and
everything is possible.
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Congratulations, Raymond! We are so proud

of you. May all of your dreams come true. All

of your hard work has finally paid off! Live life

to its fullest, and let nothing stand in your way.

And yes, you still have to take the trash out!

Love,

Mom & Dad

XOXO

Our little "Bri-Guy" is all grown up!

Tall, smart, handsome and, oh yes, fashionable!!!

We're very proud of you, Brian.

Love, Mom, Dad & the Boys

Alyssa,

We are so proud of you, for all that you have
accompished, and for the young lady you have
become. You have filled our lives with more
love

, joy, and happiness than you will ever

know. Keep being the confident
;
determined

,

compassionate, beautiful person you are. And

,

as always, enjoy following all the dreams and
goals that await you. It is with enormous love

and pride that we send you on your way to

begin the next chapter in your life.

Love you Always and Forever --

Mom, Dad, Alexandra, and Owen

"My Wish"
My wish for you is that this life becomes all that you want
it to, your dreams stay big, your worries stay small, you
never need to carry more than you can hold, and while

you're out there getting where you're going to, I hope you
know somebody loves and wants the same things,

too... This is my wish. ...Rascal Flatts
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"You're my brown-eyed girl... do you remember
when we used to sing

?

Shalalalalalalalalalalalaltida"

--Jimmy Buffett

Congratulations, Carli!

Life is a journey
May yours be full of adventure and surprise!

With lots of love, laughter> and happiness
Always,

Mom, Dad, Zach, and Alex

Elizabeth's Graduation!

We are so proud of you
and we love you BIG!

Momma and Daddy

Congratulations, Eric! All of your hard work
has paid off. We are so proud of you!

Love, Mom, Dad, Adam, Emily,and Alexa

Casey,

Congratulations!

We're so proud of you;

never stop laughing!

Have fun at college; we
hope that you continue

to laugh and to

succeed in whatever
you decide to do.

Love, Mom & Dad,

Corey & Lindsey

Congratulations, Jimmy!

From the moment you

were bom we’ve stood in

awe of you and your

accomplishments. You’ve

given us such joy, and an

overwhelming sense of

pride. .. You ’ re loved more

than you’ll ever know!

Love,

Mom and Dad

Daniel,

We make our world by the

goals we pursue,

by the heights we seek

and the higher view,

By hopes and dreams that

reach the sun

And a will to fight till the

heights are won.

"Ft *<

Loving you forever,

Mom
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Brendan,

Congratulations.

We are all so proud of the wonderful

young man you have become.
With all our love,

Mom, Dad, Julie, Kerry and Family

Congratulations, Nikki!

If I could live my life all over again,

I would want to be just like you.

Love,

Dad and John

Thank you for giving us happiness, pure love, endless pride,

and priceless memories.
Sandwich's song bird is soaring to new horizons.

You are truly at the starting line of the rest of your life.

"Get ready, get set, don't go.

"

Remember: "every day is like Christmas.

"

Do what makes your heart sing.

For always, you are the love of our lives.

Mom, Dad, Jess, Connor, Drewie, Bron, Toots, Bellie & Bubba

"Lyrics and song written and performed by Allie K. Lamb"

Allie --

You are just a little girl who has grown up
to be a best friend.

In our hearts, you are a shining star, a cherished daughter,

beloved sister and compassionate friend.

You are a rare and treasured gift.

You are a dream with hope and promise.
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Kate Marie Simpson
We are so proud of you

and all that you have accomplished.

With your confidence and
determination

,

we truly believe that all your dreams
will come true.

You can always count on us

for love and support.

We wish for you much love,

happiness, and success.

Congratulations to you
and to the Class of 2009

Love

,

Mom, Dad, and Jeff



Hannah:
Congratulations

You made it!

Love,

Mom and Dad

Kristen,

It's time to let you go and discover the shores

beyond the safe harbor of Sandwich! We are so

proud of you, and wish you continued success in

college and beyond. Never forget that your family

loves you very much and will be right there

alongside you, cheering you on!

Congrats and love from your greatest fans,

Mom, Dad, & Allyson

Caroline,

The choices you've made
and the people you

surround yourself with

have filled our hearts and
our home with love and
pride. Never lose your
sense of independence.
Run fast

, chase your
dreams, and always bring

that beautiful smile back
home to us. We love you

and will miss you
more than you know.

Congratulations
,

Dad, Mom, Kate, and Cory
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Chelsey--
"We know what we are, but know not what
we may be." -- William Shakespeare

We love who you are! No family could be
prouder. And, we can't wait to see all that

you will be! Way to go
>,
Chelsey!

Gimme a little bit

!

We love you!

Love,

Mom , Dad, & Sam (& George, too!)

Matthew,

Congratulations!

You’ve done a great

job. We’re so proud

of you!

Love,

Mom, Dad & Erin

KYLE
Wherever you go, go with

all your heart -- Confucius

You have always brought
sunshine into our lives.

Next year, we will miss

your laughter and smile.

We are extremely proud

of you! Live each day to

the fullest!

Love,

Mom, Dad
Shawn and Heather
Molly, Spartacus and Sox

Congratulations,

Stephen
Remember,
character counts...

We are proud of

you !

!

Love
Mom, Dad

Andrew & Sammy

"A man does not learn to

understand anything unless

he loves it."

Goethe

May your future be full of

passion and excitement!

We are so proud of you,

and we love you.

Mom and Dad
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Congratulations,
Matthew!

We are so proud of all that you
have accomplished,

and anticipate an amazing
future for you.

Much love

Mom, Dad Ernie, and Robin

Angela and Jason, and Jennifer

PS: Uncle Matt, you are the

best!

Love, Kalel, Ava, and James
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Congratulations, Kristen (KMG)
We are so very proud of you. Your hard

work and determination have, and always

will be the proven path for your success.

We love you.

Dad, Mom, and All

10,10,10

Congratulations, Kevin

We are all very proud of your
academic and athletic

accomplishments at

Sandwich High School.

It was fun watching you and
all your friends grow and
mature. Best of luck in

college.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Jen & Tom --

Caitlin & Jack, Mike & Amy --

Abigail, Will, Ava & Joseph

"People lei tie b/ljou 'bout

uy best friend,

hfe's uy one boy, uy cuddly

•by, uy ups, uy douns,

fy pride andjoy!“

People lei tie bllyou 'boui luu

ties so uuch bin,

)Jo* he'sgong off b school,

'Bed he's only jusl bgunl

Iks uy besf friend!

Missy

Keep Flying !

Love,

Mom

Patrick

There has not been
one day that has

gone by that you
haven't smiled.

That is what we
love about you.

Always the

optimist.

You have been
such a blessing

to our family.

You are full of

love and
kindness. Now
is your time to

shine. Have
some fun, and
keep smiling!

Love, Mom & Dad
Kenny & Kayleigh

Lore b uy Htleey, 4 ahrays, ffou
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ufl&fi a Ums, fAsr* uwA a d/up auznlnda

tT-
y'u ano/Arrfx/.rt r/tAr world* fArrr wwi a Ary. tttAo

wattler/a ttyf-

le ain't heavy, he's «)y brother. . . 9 you, Michae • auA*any Arte </

Love, Kierq Jkmdi.

Kailee

Tu es belle

Et speciale

Tu apportes de la joie a nos coeurs

depuis le jour ou tu es nee
Tu rends le monde un meilleur endroit

a vivre

Nous t'aimons et nous sommes tiers

de toi

Souviens-toi toujours de chercher la

couleur violet

Les tiens pour toujours,

Papa , Maman, Brandon, et Mark
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